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Abstract: In this paper, we analyze a proposed gravity dual to a SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard
model, as well as construct a holographic dual of a SU(N ) Fermi-Hubbard model from
D-branes in string theory. In both cases, the SU(N ) is dynamical, i.e. the hopping degrees
of freedom are strongly coupled to SU(N ) gauge bosons which themselves are strongly
interacting. The vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the hopping term (i.e. the hopping
energy) is analyzed in the gravity dual as a function of the bulk mass of the field dual to the
hopping term, as well as of the coupling constants of the model. The bulk mass controls
the anomalous dimension (i.e. the critical exponent) of the hopping term in the SU(N )
Bose-Hubbard model. We compare the hopping energy to the corresponding result in a
numerical simulation of the ungauged SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model. We find agreement
when the hopping parameter is smaller than the other couplings. Our analysis shows that
the kinetic energy increases as the bulk mass increases, due to increased contributions
from the IR. The holographic Bose-Hubbard model is then compared with the string
theory construction of a SU(N ) Fermi-Hubbard model. The string theory construction
makes it possible to describe fluctuations around a half-filled state in the supergravity
limit, which map to O(1) occupation number fluctuations in the Fermi-Hubbard model at
half filling. Finally, the VEV of the Bose-Hubbard model is shown to agree with the one
of the fermionic Hubbard model with the help of a two-site version of the Jordan-Wigner
transformation.
Keywords: Gauge-gravity correspondence, Holography and condensed matter physics
(AdS/CMT)
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1

Introduction

The Bose-Hubbard model is an effective lattice theory of bosons (as e.g. realized in cold
atoms experiments [1]) that includes hopping or kinetic energy terms and short-range
interactions. The hopping term, with the coefficient being equal to the hopping integral,
is especially important to describe the motion of particles. It is known [2] that a) there
are only two phases in the Bose-Hubbard model in the absence of disorder or impurities,
namely, the Mott insulator phase and the coherent superfluid (SF) phase, b) the hopping
term has long-range correlations in the coherent superfluid phase, and c) the condensate
of the hopping term is of the same order as the occupation number.
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3 Bulk scalar mass & hopping anomalous dimension
3.1 Effective hopping in the homogeneous phase
3.2 Effective hopping in non-homogeneous phase

A generalization of the Bose-Hubbard model to many species of bosons is also of
interest. If all bosons are of the same type an additional global SU(N ) symmetry exists,
and the relevant model is the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model.1 The Hamiltonian of the SU(N )
Bose-Hubbard model is given by2
X a†
X
UX
H = −thop
(bi bja + c.c.) +
nj (nj − 1) − µ
nj ,
(1.1)
2
j

hiji

j

1

There is an additional U(1) rotating all colors with the same phase and hence enhancing SU(N ) to
U(N ), which after rescaling by N is the baryonic U(1).
2
The Coulomb repulsion U should scale as O(1/N ), and the hopping term should scale as O(N ). In this
way, all the terms in (1.1) have the same large N scaling if thop and µ are O(1), which corresponds to color
blind chemical potential and hopping. The energy then scales as O(N ).
3
Note that the large N Bose-Hubbard model is not a theory on a single site but a lattice theory on
multiple sites, while the dual gravity theory lives in two dimensions.
4
The Mott insulator/non-homogeneous phase transition exists even in the finite size Bose-Hubbard
model due to the large N limit involved. Moreover, the spontaneous symmetry breaking superfluid-like
phase transition exists in the AdS2 geometry of the holographic Bose-Hubbard model.
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where the sum over the repeated index a = 1, 2, . . . , N is taken in the first term, the
coefficient of the hopping term thop is the hopping integral and nj = ba†
j bja is the occupation
number operator for site j. The second term and the third term are the on-site Hubbard
interactions and the chemical potential, respectively.
In this paper, we analyze a cousin of the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model in which the
SU(N ) is gauged and strongly coupled to a sector of itself strongly interacting gluonic
degrees of freedoms with the help of the gauge/gravity correspondence [3]. This correspondence, also called AdS/CFT duality, is a duality between strongly coupled gauge theories
and weakly coupled gravity theories. Recently, a gravity dual to the large N Bose-Hubbard
model has been proposed as 2-dimensional gravity on AdS2 with a hard wall [4].3 Since
the large N limit is assumed in the gravity dual, the field theory side correspondingly is
the large N SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model [4]. The holographic model contains gauge fields,
bi-fundamental scalars, and an IR potential. The number of gauge fields is equal to the
number of sites in the large N Bose-Hubbard model. An IR potential is needed to derive
the phase structure of the Bose-Hubbard model and is an additional input which we have
not yet succeeded to determine from a top-down construction.4
A motivation to use a bottom-up model is to obtain non-perturbative aspects of the
actual Bose-Hubbard model and to generalize to an interesting higher dimensional model
(See section 5 of [4] for generalization to the higher dimensional model). Especially, the
Bose-Hubbard model in higher dimensions is difficult to analyze only by using field theory
techniques unworthy of one spatial dimension. Possible numerics also tend to give only
small perspective of non-perturbative physics. Higher dimensional models with numerous
lattices (triangular, Kagome, honeycomb etc.) can describe separate physics of the frustration and spin liquids. In the gravity dual, 3-site is required at least to understand these
physics of numerous lattices. Moreover, making the holographic Bose-Hubbard model is a
first step to make a top-down model of the Fermi-Hubbard model. Unworthy of the BoseHubbard model, Monte Carlo simulations suffer from a sign problem in the fermionic case.
The top-down model will give non-perturbative perspective of the Fermi-Hubbard model.

5

See also the previous approach in [7]), which describes a holographic dimerization transition from a
bound state of D5 and anti-D5 to a disconnected D5 and anti-D5 system. In contrast, our top-down model
does not contain anti-D5 branes. There are no phase transitions making a bound state of D5 and anti-D5,
or of two D5 branes.
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The gauge/gravity correspondence has already been successfully applied to a range of
holographic defect lattices. Holographic lattice models using probe branes [5] have been
proposed as a model of dimerization transition [6, 7]. More recently, a holographic AdS2
superconductor without spatial directions coupled to a AdS3 metallic state has been used to
describe the screening of impurities in a holographic Kondo model [8]. A holographic Kondo
model with two impurities constructed in [9] is rather similar to our lattice constructions.
For example, like the holographic Bose-Hubbard model, the gauge field on AdS2 has strong
leading divergences due to the additional strongly interacting gluonic sector, which in turn
affect the asymptotic behavior of the matter fields.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the
hopping term on both sides of the gauge/gravity correspondence and to compare their behaviors, focusing on the two-site holographic SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model. The definition
of the VEV of the hopping term is the derivative of the free energy with respect to thop . Note
that this VEV is qualitatively different from off-diagonal long-range order of the superfluid
phase (long-range correlations), since the holographic Bose-Hubbard model is defined at
finite volume. Off-diagonal long range order is the superfluid order parameter in the BoseHubbard model at infinite volume and can be decomposed in terms of the condensed order
parameter in the large hopping integral limit. The Gross-Pitaevskii equations of motion are
more useful to describe such a condensate [10, 11]. The hopping VEV on two sites is rather
the nearest-neighbor correlations and thus representative of short-range correlations.
In [4], this two-site correlator was shown to become the order parameter of the Mott
insulator/non-homogeneous phase transition in a holographic bottom-up Bose-Hubbard
model. In the present work we in particular derive the thop /U fall off behavior of the hopping kinetic energy for large U in the Mott insulator phase. In this phase, the particles are
hopping with effectively small amplitudes. As we will show in section 5, the same behavior
can also be derived in second order perturbation theory in a two-site Bose-Hubbard model
with an even number of particles. We furthermore compare our result with the numerical
simulation of the effective hopping in the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model at a fixed number
of particles. In particular, we change the bulk mass parameter in the gravity dual for the
purpose of comparison. In all cases, we find qualitative agreement for a large range of
thop /U . This is the first main result of this work.
The second main result, presented in section 4, is a top-down construction of an nF -site
SU(N ) Fermi-Hubbard model by means of a D3-D5-D7 configuration.5 We qualitatively
analyze its phase structure and compare it with the bottom-up construction of [4]. Our
string theoretic construction introduces nF non-Abelian D5-branes into the D3-D7 system
of [12]. These D5-branes stretch between the asymptotic AdS boundary and the D7 brane
at the bottom of the soliton cigar. We then separate the D5-branes along the boundary directions to become the lattice impurities, with fundamental strings attached between them
describing the hopping dynamics. For two sites, quantization of the relative charge density

Dual Gravity Side

Large N Bose-Hubbard model

At,i

µ (chemical potential) & ba†
i bia (occupation number)

φi,j

thop (hopping amplitude) & ba†
i bja (hopping operator)

hard wall cut-off uh

U (on-site Coulomb interaction)

Table 1. The AdS/CFT dictionary of [4].

2

Phase structure of the holographic Bose-Hubbard model

In this section, we review the holographic Bose-Hubbard model proposed in [4]. We in
particular explain the lobe-shape of the Mott insulating phases in the thop − µ phase
diagram and derive the 1/ρ behavior of the values of thop at the lobe tips by a special
choice of boundary conditions in the IR potential.
The matter content of the holographic Bose-Hubbard model of [4] is summarized in
table 1. It consists of n U(1) gauge fields Aµ,i , one on each lattice site, and bi-fundamental
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between the two sites in terms of the fundamental charge of the F1 string is equivalent to
quantization of the angular transverse direction of the embedding of the D5 brane wrapping
a S 4 inside the S 5 . If the two branes are not separated in the angular transverse direction,
a phase corresponds to a homogeneous phase of the Hubbard model at half filling. If the D5
branes are separated in the angular direction as well, the system is in the non-homogeneous
superfluid phase. In this way, the top-down construction has the same phase structure as
the bottom-up model of [4]. The mapping of the matter content, which is the same as the
bottom-up holographic Bose-Hubbard model of [4], is summarized in table 3.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we review the bottom-up holographic
Bose-Hubbard model of [4], and in particular the lobe-shaped phase structure well-known
from the mean-field treatment of the Bose-Hubbard model [2]. We also derive the 1/ρ behavior of the values of thop at the lobe tips by a special choice of boundary conditions in the
IR potential. In section 3 we introduce a bulk mass for the field dual to the hopping operator in the holographic Bose-Hubbard model and calculate the VEV of the hopping term as a
function of that mass. We find that the qualitative behavior of the VEV is comparable with
the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model at small thop . In section 4, we then present our top-down
construction based on the D3-D5-D7 brane configuration and compare it with the bottomup model of [4]. We in particular map the model to lowest order in the string tension to the
Fermi-Hubbard hamiltonian at half filling. In section 5 we compute the effective hopping
kinetic energy by numerically simulating the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model. We then analyze the effective hopping kinetic VEV for the single species SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model
for all N . Finally, we show that the hopping VEV agrees with the one of the fermionic
Hubbard model with the help of a two-site version of the Jordan-Wigner transformation.
We conclude by discussing our results in section 6. Several technical details of the calculations are relegated to the appendices. In particular, the variation principle in AdS 2 and
the holographic renormalization procedure is discussed in relation with [13] in appendix B.

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = −u2 dt2 +

du2
,
u2

(2.1)

where the hard wall is located at u = uh and we have set the AdS radius L = 1.8 This
background is confining (has a discrete spectrum of excitations) due to the hard wall, and
it was shown in [4] that the cutoff uh plays the role of the on-site Coulomb interaction
energy. The action of the holographic Bose-Hubbard model of [4] is9
IR
I = Igauge + Imatter + Imixed
,
Z
2

X
√  1
µν
Igauge =
d2 x −g − F(n)µν F(n)
,
4
n=1
Z
√ 1 ~ 2
Imatter = − d2 x −g (| Dφ
| +M 2 | φ |2 ),
Λ
Z
Z
IR
IR
Imixed
≡ − dtImixed
=−
dtuh (2w2 | φ |2 +λ | φ |4 +

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

u=uh

+

X
p,r≥1

Λ(p,r) | φ |

2p

X

(Fµ(n) F (n)µ )r + . . . ,

(2.5)

n

6

A bi-fundamental scalar field is one charged under two U(1) gauge symmetries with a priori different
charges. In the model considered here the charge will be of equal magnitude but opposite sign.
7
If the hopping is different on different sites or if the charges on either side of the bifundamental are not
the same, translational symmetry will be broken and persistent currents introduced. Care also needs to be
taken for chains of sites that are closed, such as e.g. a triangle. Since the condensing hopping scalars want
to imbalance the charge density of the sites they are attached to, the boundary conditions on closed chains
may lead to charge frustration.
8
For more information on this background cf. [14]. The hard wall cutoff uh should be large compared to
the other scales (e.g. temperature, chemical potential, AdS radius) in order to prevent possible instabilities
to appear at energy scales below uh [15, 16].
9
Here Λ was absorbed into the parameters of the IR potential. It could also be absorbed into scalar
fields via rescaling. These scaling symmetries will become important when analyzing the solutions later in
this paper.
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scalars6 φi,j linking two different sites. Indices i, j label the lattice sites in the field
theory, and run from 1 to n. Gauge fields Aµ,i and bi-fundamentals φi,j are dual to the
occupation numbers hni i = hba†
i bia i for each site and the bi-local hopping condensates
n gauge symmetry of the bulk theory corresponds to U(1)n
hba†
b
i,
respectively.
The
U(1)
i ja
global charge symmetry in the large N Bose-Hubbard model, which rotates bosons bia
independent of the indices a. This U(1)n symmetry is broken to a charge U(1) symmetry
in the presence of the hopping term thop 6= 0. Besides this global symmetry, the gravity dual
also describes a single gauged SU(N ) acting on the index a of the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard
model (cf. eq. (1.1)) which, as usual, is hidden in the gravity dual which only describes
gauge-invariant observables.
In the rest of this paper we focus on a two-site model, i.e. we restrict our discussion to
the case of n = 2. Under the assumption of the hopping amplitude on each link and the
charges on each site being the same, it is straightforward to generalize to any number of
sites n.7 The relevant gravitational background for the model of [4] is the AdS2 hard wall
geometry

(1)

(2)

(i)

q 2 (1)
(2)
(A − At )2 φ = 0,
u2 t
2q 2 | φ |2 (m)
(m)00
(m+1)
At
−
(At − At
) = 0,
Λu2
(u2 φ0 )0 +

(2.6)
m = 1, 2, 3,
(3)

(2.7)

(1)

where primes denote differentiation with respect to u and At = At . Splitting φ into
absolute value and phase, one finds from (2.6) that the phase part is constant. The IR
potential (2.5) does not affect the EOM, but only the boundary conditions on the hard wall
and the free energy. The latter fact will enable us to derive the position of the maxima of the
lobe-shaped Mott insulator phases in the phase diagram analytically later in this section.
2.1

Homogeneous Mott insulating phase

The solutions to (2.6)–(2.7) can be classified into two phases, namely, (i) a homogeneous
phase and (ii) a non-homogeneous phase. In the homogeneous phase the gauge fields on
(1)
(2)
both sites are equal to each other, At = At , while in the non-homogeneous phase they
(1)
(2)
differ, At 6= At . In the homogeneous phase the interactions in (2.6) between the gauge
field and bifundamental vanish, and analytic solutions of (2.6) can be obtained. We specify
a generalized Dirichlet boundary condition for the fields on the hard wall, 12
(1,2)

At

|u=uh = −µ + ρuh ,

φ|u=uh = thop .

(2.8)

This boundary condition corresponds to the choice where the UV parameters µ, thop become sources [14]. The effect of (2.8) is to switch of the subleading VEV term ϕ in the
√
Λ can be set to one via rescaling (φ, w2 , λ, Λ(p,r) ) → ( Λφ, w2 /Λ, λ/Λ2 , Λ(p,r) /Λp ).
11
This can be seen by noting that the stress tensor of the scalars and gauge fields is proportional to 1/Λ,
and 1/q 2 , respectively. So the scalar?s energy momentum contribution is relatively small if q 2 /Λ is small.
12
Other boundary conditions lead to quantitatively slightly different but qualitatively similar results. We
will see an example of this in section 3.
10
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with the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ − iqAµ + iqAµ (µ = u, t). Fµ is the field strength
(i)
(i)
projected onto the outward pointing unit normal nµ to the hard wall, Fµ ≡ Fµν nν . The
last two lines in (2.5) are a general Ansatz for an IR potential parametrizing the boundary
IR
conditions at the hard wall. The first term in Imixed
is an IR mass for fields [17, 18].
Dots represent couplings with IR localized (Higgs) fields of [7], which are ignored in this
paper since we do not need IR Higgs fields to derive the qualitative phase structure of the
Bose-Hubbard model. Following [19], we in particular included a tension-like coefficient
Λ.10 In the region where Λ, 1/w2 , 1/λ, and 1/Λ(p,q) are much larger than the gravitational
coupling constant, the bi-fundamental scalar can be considered as a probe field w.r.t. the
AdS hard wall background. Furthermore, if Λ  q 2 , the backreaction of the scalars to
the gauge field is expected to be small.11 The two-site model (2.2) is invariant under a
vector U(1) = U(1)1 + U(1)2 that decouples from the bifundamental φ, as well as an axial
U(1) = U(1)1 − U(1)2 symmetry rotating the phase of φ.
In this section we follow [4] and first consider vanishing bifundamental bulk mass M =
(n)
0. By choosing the radial gauge Au = 0 and considering an ansatz for the background
(n)
(n)
field At = At (u) and φ = φ(u), the equations of motion (EOM) derived from (2.2) are

solution φ = thop + ϕ u−1 . The solutions satisfying (2.8) are
(1)

At

(2)

= At

= −µ + ρu,

φ = thop ,

(2.9)

k

√
where umax is the UV cutoff and −h is the induced metric at u = umax . On the field
theory side of the AdS/CFT correspondence, umax corresponds to the UV cutoff and uh is
the IR cutoff yielding a mass gap [14, 23].
Gauge invariance is not manifest in the counterterm (2.10). As we show now, this
enforces charge quantization: ρ must be an integer due to a Dirac quantization condition.
Gauge transformations A(k)µ → A(k)µ + ∂µ Λ(k) which leave the action invariant should
vanish after integration by parts in the bulk AdS2 and should not change the leading
coefficient (charges) in the solution for the gauge fields. Moreover, large and discontinuous
(k)
gauge transformations of the form Λ(k) = 2πQM θ(t − t0 ) can be considered. In this case
(k)
QM is the monopole charge and θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. Requiring that such
large gauge transformations do not change the action leads to the Dirac quantization of the
(k)
charge ρ(k) in the presence of the monopole charge: ρ(k) QM ∈ Z [24], implying ρ(k) ∈ Z
for the charges on the site k. For k = 1, this requirement can be shown to arise from the
worldvolume theory of a fundamental string coupled to an N SN S B-field [25].
The free energy is then evaluated by adding (2.10) to the on-shell action of (2.2) in
Euclidean signature [26, 27],
IR
F Hom = −(I + Icut )/β = −2µρ + U ρ2 + Imixed
.

(2.11)

IR
Note that Imixed
, defined in (2.5), vanishes when thop = 0 because all interactions include
φ (see eq. (2.9)). Following [4], the parameters (µ, uh ) are matched with the parameters in
the Bose-Hubbard model (µb , U ) by comparing the result with thop = 0,

uh = U,

µ = µb −

U
.
2

(2.12)

At zero hopping level-crossing phase transitions are then observed by varying the chemical
potential µb . This transition is of first order, and the quantized charge density (occupation
number) jumps by unity between the different Mott insulating ground states. The phase
transition points are drawn on the µb -axis of figure 1 for µb /U = 1, 2, 3.
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with the chemical potential chosen to be negative. By the standard AdS/CFT dictionary,
thop is identified as the source for a hopping kinetic energy operator with scaling dimension
∆ = 1. Similarly, ρ is identified as the charge density at each site dual to the chemical
potential µ. Switching off the VEV piece ϕ via (2.8) allows to analytically obtain the
free energy of the homogeneous phase, defined in (2.11), as a function of (µ, thop ) within
the grand canonical ensemble. The on-shell action obtained by substituting (2.9) into the
action (2.2) is linearly divergent in the UV. Its divergence may be canceled by adding a
counterterm [20–22]
X1Z
√
Icut =
dt −hA(k)t At(k) ,
(2.10)
2 u=umax

! Μb!U
2.5

Mott

! Μb!U
3.0

Ρ"3

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5
Mott

Ρ"2

0.0

1.5

Non homogeneous phase

1.0
0.5

Mott
Ρ"3

Mott Ρ " 2
Non homogeneous phase

1.0
Mott

0.5

Ρ"1

0.2

0.4

0.6

thop

0.8

0.0

Mott Ρ " 1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

thop

2.2

Non-homogeneous superfluid phase

In the non-homogeneous phase the gauge fields differ between the two sites,
(1)

At

(2)

6= At .

(2.13)
(1)

(2)

In this case, due to the coupling between the axial combination At − At and the bifundamental φ, an analytic solution cannot be obtained and numerical methods are needed to
solve (2.6)–(2.7). The solutions to (2.6)–(2.7) satisfy the near AdS boundary expansion
φ ∼ thop uβφ + O(u3βφ ) + ϕu−1−βφ (1 + . . . ),

(k)

At

∼ µ + ρ(k) u + . . . ,

(2.14)

p
where βφ = (−1 + 1 − 4q 2 δρ2 )/2. From this expansion it is found that the dimension of
the hopping kinetic energy is shifted by the charge difference δρ to be relevant,
p
1 + 1 − 4q 2 δρ2
∆ = 1 + βφ =
.
(2.15)
2
This shift arises from the coupling of the dual Bose-Hubbard model to the large N CFT.
In [4] a free boundary condition was imposed on φ at the IR wall u = uh , such that the
subleading piece ϕ in the UV expansion (2.14) vanished. In this way, the hopping kinetic
VEV was completely generated by the contribution from the IR potential.
Alternatively, we can impose the following mixed Neumann boundary condition (a
generalized version of [28]) at u = uh by requiring the boundary term to vanish at the hard
wall boundary u = uh :
IR
u2h φ0 δImixed
+
= 0.
Λ
δ φ̄

(2.16)

Since there may be many solutions for the hard wall boundary condition (2.16), we also
(1)
(2)
need to specify the behavior of At − At |u=uh ∼ δρuh for small thop in order to pick
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Figure 1. The lobe-shaped phase√structure of the holographic two-site model in the (µb , thop )-plane
(Λ = 1, uh = U = 40, and q = 6/5). Left: for λ = w2 = 1, and all Λ(p,r) = 0. In the absence
of IR interactions among the gauge fields and φ, the amplitude of the lobes is periodic under the
shift µb → µb + 1. Right: for λ = 1, w = 0, Λ(1,1) = −3/2 and other Λ(p,r) = 0. We see the 1/ρ
behavior of the phase structure.

φ

φ
1

2

3

4

thop

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
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the solution branch that can be continuously connected to the homogeneous phase with
(1)
(2)
At − At = 0.13 The non-homogeneous solutions with these two conditions generate
a very small VEV piece ϕ, i.e. are very close to the case of the free boundary condition
employed in [4]. These conditions are also important to be consistent with the analysis of
the level-crossing transition at thop = 0 where the Mott insulator phase is always favored.
Solving the boundary condition (2.16), we have plotted the VEV piece ϕ in the nonhomogeneous phase in figure 2. In both figures, ϕ is a linear function of thop for small thop ,
which confirms that we picked the correct solution branch.
The on-shell action is divergent at the AdS boundary due to terms coming from the
gauge fields that are cancelled by (2.10) as well as new divergencies coming from the
bifundamental scalar. To cancel these new divergences, we add a counterterm
Z
√
βφ
Icut,2 =
(2.17)
dt −hφ2 .
Λ u=umax
√
√
This is sufficient to render the on-shell action finite for q > 3/4. For q ≤ 3/4 (βφ ≥
−1/4), additional subleading divergencies appear that need to be cancelled separately. For
√
vanishing
mass M = 0 we hence specify q larger than 3/4, which is fulfilled by the value
√
q = 56 used both in [4] and in this work. The new counterterm (2.17) vanishes for δρ = 0
and hence is compatible with the holographic renormalization of the Mott insulator phase.
By adding two counterterms (2.10) and (2.17) to the action (2.2), we obtain the free energy
F = −(I + Icut + Icut,2 )/β.

(2.18)

We analyze the phase structure by varying the UV parameters14 (µ, ρi , thop ) and by
minimizing the free energy. Going through the phase transition, in particular the interP
nal energy E ≡ F − µ k ρ(k) changes with µ due to the presence of the IR potential
13

The other solution branches will have more nodes and hence higher free energy.
Usually, ρi would be responses to µ. Nevertheless, since the ρi are quantized in our setup, we fix them
to the corresponding values while varying (µ, thop ).
14
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Figure 2. The subleading term ϕ as the function of thop in the √
non-homogeneous phase with the
Neumann boundary condition (Λ = 1, uh = U = 40, and q = 6/5). This term contributes to
the total hopping kinetic energy in the superfluid phase. Dashed lines mean analytic results (B.4)
obtained in appendix B. Left: for λ = 1, and all Λ(p,r) = 0. For small thop , ϕ is almost a linear
function of thop . Right: for λ = 1, w = 0, Λ(1,1) = −3/2 and other Λ(p,r) = 0.
√ ϕ is a linear function
of thop for small thop . There is a scaling relation in terms of Λ, (thop , ϕ) → Λ(thop , ϕ).

(1,2)

Using this relation, one sees that the phase structure at Λ = 1 has almost same phase
√
structure as in (2.2) after rescaling thop → Λthop . This happens because the VEV ϕ is
a linear function of thop and hence obeys the same scaling relation as φ. In the following
section, the parameter Λ is used to match the behavior of the effective hopping parameter
(kinetic energy) with those in the field theory side. We will in particular use this scaling
relation to ensure a nearly unchanged phase structure at different values of Λ.

3

Bulk scalar mass & hopping anomalous dimension

In this section, we investigate the mass M dependence in the lagrangian (2.2). Since
a bulk mass for the bifundamental scalar changes the scaling dimension of the hopping
kinetic energy away from marginality, introducing this bulk mass effectively allows us to
study the hopping kinetic term in the spirit of conformal perturbation theory as a UV
perturbation away from the state with strong Coulomb repulsion. Tuning the anomalous
dimension of the hopping energy operator to (in the RG sense) relevant or irrelevant values
while keeping the dimension of the on-site conserved charge fixed, one would expect an
enhanced/decreased tendency to form the non-homogeneous superfluid phase. We will see
in this section that this is not necessarily so, as this UV argument neglects the contribution
15

The choice of parameters for each numerical result is mentioned in the caption of the corresponding
figure. Generally, there exists a window of IR parameters in which the lobe-shaped phase structure is
realized. A complete mapping of the possible phase structures for different parameter choices is left for
future work.
16
It can be shown that a cusp between two Mott insulating lobes is almost attached to the µ-axis using
the numerical computation of the integral.
(1)
(2)
17
It is noteworthy that the non-homogeneous phase (non-zero At − At case) is similar to the analysis
of the axial vector in hard/soft wall AdS/QCD models [14, 29].
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describing the interaction between the gauge field and φ. The inequality between At
in the non-homogeneous phase implies that the occupation number per site is not equal.
The non-homogeneous phase arises when the kinetic energy becomes large and the bosons
become delocalized, which occurs in the large thop region of figure 1. In figure 1, the region surrounded by the lobe is the Mott insulator phase with equal occupation numbers
ρ(1) = ρ(2) . Proper parameters in the IR potential with coupling among φ and the gauge
fields realize the lobe-shaped phase structure of the Bose-Hubbard model, as well as the
1/ρ behavior of the thop value at the tips of the lobe-shape.15 In particular, the term with
the coefficient Λ(1,1) in (2.2) can be approximated as a potential energy φ2 ρ2i depending
on the kinetic energy thop . With this same choice of IR potential as in [4], almost the
same phase structure as in the case of the free boundary condition [4] is obtained, since
the generated VEV ϕ under the IR boundary condition (2.16) is small.16 In conclusion,
the choice of boundary condition at the hard wall does not matter significantly as long as
the generated VEV piece in the UV expansion of φ (2.14) is small.17
Another interesting fact is a scaling relation in the equations of motion which can be
used to related different phase structures as in figure 1,
√
(φ, w2 , λ, Λ(p,r) ) → ( Λφ, w2 /Λ, λ/Λ2 , Λ(p,r) /Λp ).
(2.19)

to the free energy from the IR potential term (2.5). Taking both effects into account, the
picture becomes more involved.
For the ground state we consider again the same ansatz as in section 2 of the background fields and bifundamental scalar depending on u only, but now keep the mass term
in (2.2). Taking the gauge Au = 0 again, the EOM for the background now read

3.1

(3.1)
m = 1, 2, 3 .

(3.2)

Effective hopping in the homogeneous phase
(1)

(2)

If the gauge fields on both sites are equal, Aµ = Aµ , we find analytic solutions
φ = thop u−δM + ϕu−1+δM ,

(1)

At

= µ + ρu,

(3.3)

√
where δM = 1/2 − 1 + 4M 2 /2 and ϕ = Λϕ̃/(1 − 2δM ) containing the condensate ϕ̃ of the
Bose-Hubbard model side (for a derivation cf. appendix A). The scaling dimension of the
hopping kinetic energy dual to thop now becomes relevant or irrelevant depending on the
sign of M 2 ,
√
1 + 1 + 4M 2
∆ = 1 − δM =
.
(3.4)
2
The action (2.2) is invariant under a φ 7→ −φ symmetry, the action evaluated on the
solution (3.3) is invariant under the simultaneous sign change of thop and ϕ. To agree with
the Bose-Hubbard model (1.1), thop is assumed to be negative thop < 0 in the remaining
sections, and some plots are in terms of the positive parameter U/thop .
Following [4], we impose the same generalized Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.8) on
the gauge potential as in the zero bulk mass case. Imposing the general Dirichlet boundary
condition, µ and ρ become a UV input [14]. Simultaneously, we can impose Dirichlet
or Neumann IR boundary condition on the bi-fundamental scalar. In the Mott insulator
phase, we impose the following general Dirichlet boundary condition as
M
φ|u=uh = thop u−δ
.
h

(3.5)

The subleading term ∼ ϕ in (3.3) is switched off by this boundary condition, which is
preferred in the homogeneous phase.
We then holographically renormalize the action (2.2) by adding the counterterms (2.10)
and (2.17). For nonvanishing bulk scalar mass we in particular need to include (2.17) even
in the homogeneous phase due to the nontrivial RG running of φ. The free energy F is
computed from the holographic renormalized action in Euclidean signature, for details cf.
appendix A. We define the VEV of the operator dual to the bi-fundamental scalar field to
be equal to the derivative of the so-defined free energy w.r.t. to the hopping parameter thop ,
hba†
i bja

dF
1
+ c.c.i ≡
=−
dthop
β




δ φ̄ δ(I + Icut,m )
+ c.c. .
δthop
δ φ̄
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q 2 (1)
(2)
(A − At )2 φ = 0,
u2 t
2q 2 | φ |2 (m)
(m)00
(m+1)
At
−
(At − At
) = 0,
u2

(u2 φ0 )0 − M 2 φ +

This VEV then corresponds to the hopping kinetic energy on the dual large N BoseHubbard model side. Even if the subleading piece ϕ of in solution (3.3) is zero, a non-trivial
IR .18 Furthermore, the hopping kinetic energy is
VEV is generated by the IR potential Imix
an order parameter for the Mott insulator to superfluid phase transition in the two-site
Bose-Hubbard model.
In the | thop /U | 1 limit, one finds using (A.3) that the VEV (3.6) behaves like

hba†
i bja + c.c.i = thop Yh ·

1 −

√


X
1 + 4M 2
+4
Λ(1,r) (−ρ2 )r + 4w2 
Λ

+ O(t2hop ),

(3.7)

where thop < 0 and Yh is defined below (A.3). That the hopping VEV (3.7) is proportional
to thop is an expected behavior of the VEV in the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model at small
hopping. After matching the coefficient of the above leading term to data from the corresponding SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model, we can fix the parameters as a function of N and
ρ.19 This is expected from a top-down string theory point of view (cf. e.g. the top-down
model of section 4), where a natural scaling with N exists for all quantities in the dual
quantum theory. For large occupation number ρ, the hopping kinetic energy (3.7) can be
further approximated as
hba†
i bja + c.c.i = dF/dthop = 4thop Yh ·

X

Λ(1,r) (−ρ2 )r .

(3.8)

r≥1

We now proceed to match this result to the Bose-Hubbard model in second order perturbation theory.
We first compare our holographic result (3.8) with perturbation theory in thop for
the single component Bose-Hubbard model on two sites with an even number of particles
(N = 1 and ρ(1) = ρ(2) = ρ in the Hamiltonian eq. (1.1)). The total particle number is
restricted to be even in order to have a Mott insulating ground state on two sites. 20 In
second order perturbation theory, the VEV of the hopping term then behaves in the small
thop /U limit as
hb†1 b2 + c.c.i ∼ −

4t(b)hop
4t(b)hop 2
ρ(ρ + 1) ∼ −
ρ
U
U

(ρ → ∞),

(3.9)

where t(b)hop denotes the hopping integral in the Bose-Hubbard model (1.1). By comparing
the coefficient of the ρ2 term, one parameter of the IR potential is fixed to
M −2
Λ(1,1) = −u2δ
,
h
18

for Λ(1,1) 6= 0.

(3.10)

Note that we also require δϕ = 0 at both the AdS boundary and the hard wall cutoff.
Another parameter is the ’t Hooft coupling of the hopping degrees of freedom to the gapless SU(N)
gluon sector. The parameters of the model such as the charge or bulk mass will implicitly depend on it.
20
Otherwise there would be a particle that could hop between the sites to first order in perturbation
theory already.
19
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r≥1

21

The term linear in ρ is missing in the √
IR potential (2.5). It could be generated by either a term φ2 Fut
2
which breaks bulk diffeomorphisms, or φ F 2 , which does not. We could include such a term, but it does
not affect the phase structure much.
22
The baryon vertex operator corresponds to such a theory in the gravity dual since N fundamental
strings end on it [31, 32].
23
1
In figure 1, Λ(1,1) was chosen to vanish. In figure 3, uh = 10 and hence Λ(1,1) = − 100
for M 2 = 0. In
our experience, the phase structure of the left hand side of figure 1 does not change significantly under such
a small change of Λ(1,1) .
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Accepting this ρ2 thop /U behavior, moreover, the parameter r in the summation in (2.5)
is restricted to be 1, i.e. only terms quadratic in the field strength are allowed. 21 In this
way we can match the result of a single species Bose-Hubbard model even if our hopping
kinetic term has an anomalous dimension, while the first term in (1.1) is of standard
dimensionality.
We now consider the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model on two sites. In this case an
2
N thop /U behavior is expected for the system with two particles per species N , where
ρ = ρ(1) = ρ(2) is fixed to be N such that there are exactly N particles on each site and the
total number of particles is even again. The hopping term of the SU(N ) Hubbard model
itself will be discussed in more detail in section 5. Here we consider the large N scaling:
when ρ = N , the hopping VEV is proportional to N 2 , which is different from the power N
usually obtained in the probe brane theory in the top-down approach [30].22 Moreover, in
this case one can not ignore the backreaction of the gauge fields and bifundamental scalar
onto the background geometry. These issues are resolved by changing the field strength
at on-shell(≡ ρ) to ρ/N in the top-down approach of section 4. In a nutshell, in the topdown approach the number of F1 strings ending on the defect brane is proportional to
N ρ, which is quantized to be an integer and hence ρ becomes an integer divided by N .
Replacing ρ 7→ Nρ , the large N scaling expected from the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model
is then consistent with the top-down string theory construction of section 4. Moreover,
the fluctuation around the half filling state does not affect the leading large N scaling of
the probe brane when the fluctuation is O(1). Taking into account this lesson from the
top-down construction, we can now trivially match the small thop /U large ρ behavior (3.8)
of the holographic bottom up model to the second order perturbation theory of the SU(N )
Bose-Hubbard model (1.1) in the limit of small thop /U . The result is again given by the
conditions (3.10). The additional N 2 scaling of the hopping kinetic term is canceled by the
replacement ρ 7→ Nρ .
After matching the most relevant parameters of the IR potential to the SU(N) BoseHubbard model, we can study the dependence of the hopping kinetic energy on other
parameters such as the charge density or the anomalous dimension, as well as the other
still unfixed parameters of the IR potential. By using (2.19) for parameters realizing the
lobe-shaped phase structure to scale out Λ, for Λ(1,1) 6= 0, Λ(1,1) is restricted by (3.10).
On the left-hand side of figure 3, the VEV of the bi-fundamental is plotted for different
choices of the charge density ρ, with the other parameters M 2 = 0, λ = 1/Λ2 , w = 0,
Λ(1,1) = −3/(2Λ) and other Λ(p,r) = 0 chosen to realize the lobe-shaped phase structure of
the left hand side of figure 1.23 In figure 3, the VEV behaves as thop /U at large U/thop .
This universal behavior is consistent with second order perturbation theory in the single
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species two site Bose-Hubbard model. At large ρ, the coefficient of the VEV is ρ2 as
expected in the Bose-Hubbard model, cf. (3.9). The absolute value of the VEV increases
when ρ increases as expected. On the right-hand side of figure 3, the λ dependence of the
hopping VEV is plotted when uh = 10. λ is the quartic self-coupling of the hopping field
φ in the IR potential (2.5), which is absent in the top-down approach of section 4. It is
hence important to show that for realistic parameter choices in the bottom-up model, the
resulting hopping VEV does not depend very sensitively on λ. The absolute value of the
hopping VEV increases as λ increases for small U/thop . When ρ becomes larger than the
other couplings, the λ dependence disappears altogether.
We hence conclude that we can simultaneously realize the lobe-shaped structure of
figure 1 and qualitative behavior of the hopping kinetic energy of the Bose-Hubbard
model (3.9). The influence of λ is negligible in the bottom up model for a range of parameters around the ones chosen in this section, and hence the bottom up model has a chance
to agree with the top-down model of section 4. The other parameters on the right hand
side of figure 3 are unchanged compared to the left hand side plot.
Since the qualitative features of the phase structure of the left hand side of figure 1
is not sensitive to small changes of Λ(1,1) and Λ, we choose Λ(1,1) = 0 and Λ = 1 in the
following to compute the VEV of the bi-fundamental numerically.24 This has the advantage
that the VEV becomes independent of the charge density ρ since the ρ-dependent terms
in the IR potential vanish in the homogeneous Mott insulating phase. We study the
dependence of the hopping VEV on the hopping field mass M , or equivalently on the
anomalous dimension of the hopping kinetic energy operator. The bulk mass determines
24

Note that it is impossible to reinstate Λ(1,1) from Λ(1,1) = 0 by the scaling (2.19). Nevertheless, we
find that even in this seemingly disconnected case, the phase structure and the behavior of the VEV are
qualitatively unchanged.
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Figure 3. The normalized VEV of the bi-fundamental is plotted as the function of U/thop for
fixed M 2 = 0, w = 0, λ = 1/Λ2 , Λ(1,1) = −3/(2Λ), and other Λ(p,r) = 0, where the parameter Λ
is specified by eq. (3.10). The normalized VEV shows the universal thop /U behavior at large U ,
consistent with second order perturbation theory in the single component two site Bose-Hubbard
model. The coefficient coincides with the ρ2 behavior in perturbation theory at large ρ, cf. (3.7).
Left: the occupation number ρ is changed. The absolute value of the VEV increases as ρ increases.
Right: the λ dependence is plotted when uh = 10. For small U/thop , the absolute value of the VEV
increases when λ increases. When ρ is larger than the other couplings, λ becomes unimportant.
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the anomalous dimension of the bi-fundamental operator via (3.4). On the left side of
figure 4, the normalized VEV of the bi-fundamental is plotted as a function of M 2 above
2 = −1/4 [33, 34] and for u = 10, λ = w = 1, and Λ
the BF bound MBF
h
(p,r) = 0. We find
2
that the absolute value of the VEV increases as M increases. The absolute value of the
VEV approaches zero in the small thop limit, which is expected for the Mott insulator phase.
At first, an increasing VEV for an operator whose dimension becomes more irrelevant as
M 2 increases seems counterintuitive. However, the hopping VEV in our model receives two
contributions, one UV contribution from the asymptotic behavior of the bulk field φ, as
well as contribution from the IR potential (2.5). To understand the apparent conundrum,
we compare the IR contribution to the VEV with the UV contribution,

V EVtotal ≡ dF/dthop = V EVb + V EVIR ,
V EVIR =

IR
−(∂Imixed
)/(β∂thop ) ,

V EVb = 2δM Yh thop .

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

On the right hand side of figure 4, the ratio of the bulk contribution to the IR contribution
to the VEV is shown. When M = 0, the bulk contribution V EV b vanishes due to the
vanishing of δM defined in (3.4) together with the boundary condition (3.5). The two
contributions are the opposite sign of each other for M 2 > 0. The bulk contribution is
much smaller than the IR contribution at large U , as it is suppressed by thop /U . As will
be discussed in section 6 (cf. figure 11), the parameter space given by (M, w, uh , Λ(1,1) )
is sufficient to match the holographic model with the numerical results for the hopping
kinetic energy of the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model for not too large values of thop /U .
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Figure 4. With varying M and for any ρ, the normalized VEV of the bi-fundamental is plotted
as a function of U/thop for fixed uh = U = 10, w = λ = 1, and Λ(p,r) = 0. Now, Λ is specified to
be 1, and the IR boundary condition is (3.5) in the homogeneous phase. Left: δ is a small positive
parameter. The absolute value of the VEV increases as M 2 increases. The VEV approaches 0 in
the large U/thop limit as expected in the Mott insulator phase of the Bose-Hubbard model. Right:
the ratio of the bulk contribution to the IR contribution. The bulk contribution, which is the VEV
as read off from the UV via the AdS/CFT dictionary, vanishes when M = 0. The bulk contribution
is suppressed at large U and hence the major part of the VEV comes from the IR contribution.

3.2

Effective hopping in non-homogeneous phase

We now turn to discuss the behavior of the hopping kinetic energy in the non-homogeneous
phase, which is the holographic version of the superfluid phase of the Bose-Hubbard model.
(1)
(2)
In the non-homogeneous phase where At 6= At , a numerical approach is required to
derive the effective hopping parameter. The details of the derivation of the effective hopping
VEV in the non-homogeneous phase are given in appendix B. Solving the EOM (3.1), the
fields in the non-homogeneous phase are expanded near the AdS boundary as

(l)

At ∼ µ + ρ(l) u + . . . ,

(3.14)

p
where δφ = (−1 + 1 + 4M 2 − 4q 2 δρ2 )/2, and the dots denote subleading corrections
depending on the two integration constants thop and ϕv which are computable numerically.
The scaling dimension of the hopping kinetic energy dual to thop now depends on both M
and δρ = ρ(1) − ρ(2) , and can be relevant, marginal or irrelevant in the RG sense,
∆ = 1 + δφ =

1+

p
1 + 4M 2 − 4q 2 δρ2
.
2

(3.15)

Note that the bi-fundamental scalar dual to the hopping kinetic term is charged under the
(1)
(2)
axial combination At −At , and hence its anomalous dimension depends on the difference
in charge density δρ between both sites.
The fields at u = uh have to satisfy a hard wall boundary condition, and the result
for the hopping kinetic energy will slightly depend on it. Considering either the Neumann
boundary condition (2.16) (in figure 5), or a Dirichlet condition ϕv = const (and δϕv = 0)
(1)
(2)
and At − At ∼ δρuh as th → 0 (in figure 6), we again compute the finite on-shell action
by adding counter-terms at the AdS boundary, cf. appendix B for details. The free energy
F is the holographically renormalized on-shell action in Euclidean signature. We compute
the variation of the free energy w.r.t. thop to compute the effective hopping kinetic energy.
The details of the derivation can be found in appendix B.
The effective hopping (VEV) defined by dF/dthop is plotted as the function of U/thop
√
for a charge of the bi-fundamental scalar25 of q = 6/5 and with the Neumann boundary
condition (2.16) in figure 5. The absolute value of the VEV becomes smaller than those of
the homogeneous phase, because the contribution from the IR potential is suppressed by the
Neumann boundary condition (2.16). The absolute value of the VEV is also smaller when
q is small. The small values imply that the free energy in the non-homogeneous phase
changes more smoothly compared to the homogeneous phase. Finally, from figure 5 we
conclude that the VEV in the non-homogeneous phase (blue and red curves) is much more
sensitive to changes of the anomalous dimension (changes of M 2 ) than in the homogeneous
phase (purple and green curve). We think that this is due to the reduced contribution from
25

The choice of this value is mostly for technical reasons explained in section 3 of [4]. Recall that,
from (3.15), when q  1, many values of δρ can be allowed. The phase structure of these holographic
models may change for | δρ |≤ 1 as reviewed in section 2. Values of δρ can be restricted by choosing the
bulk mass M properly.
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φ ∼ thop uδφ (1 + . . . ) + ϕv u−1−δφ (1 + . . . ),
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Figure 6. The normalized VEV is plotted as the function of U/thop when M 2 = −21/100 and
q 2 = 3/100 (weak coupling). Other parameters are fixed to be uh = 40, λ = 1/Λ2 , w = 0,
Λ(1,1) = −3/(2Λ), other Λ(p,q) = 0. Now, Λ = 120 × 21/5 × 52/5 . Left: the IR boundary condition
ϕ = 0 is imposed. Dashed lines represent curves in the Mott insulator phase. Dashed curves are
P
parametrized by
ρi = 2, 4. Right: the VEV for the same parameter choices, but now with
Neumann boundary condition (2.16). We find that the absolute values of the VEV in the nonhomogeneous phase are larger for Dirichlet than for Neumann boundary conditions. Larger VEVs
are expected in the superfluid phase, which favors the Dirichlet condition in the superfluid phase
as well.

the IR to the hopping VEV due to the Neumann boundary condition (2.16), which means
increased sensitivity to changes in the UV contribution to the VEV: the Neumann boundary
conditions (2.16) allows the IR potential adjust itself dynamically towards a minimum of
the IR potential, which is however bought by an additional contribution coming from
the UV part of the VEV. On the other hand, the hard wall boundary condition (3.5) is
constructed to set the subleading piece of the UV expansion of φ to zero, and hence, since φ
corresponds to an irrelevant operator, the UV contribution as defined in (3.11) is strongly
suppressed compared to the IR contribution.
We also found that the effective hopping in the non-homogeneous phase is similar to
that of the homogeneous Mott insulator phase discussed in section 3.1, if we impose the
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√
Figure 5. The VEV in the non-homogeneous phase at the finite coupling q = 6/5 and | δρ |≤ 1
and the Neumann IR boundary condition (2.16). For any ρ(i) satisfying | δρ |≤ 1 and varying M , the
normalized VEV is plotted as the function of U/thop when uh = 40, λ = w = Λ = 1, and Λ(p,q) = 0.
The absolute value of the VEV in the non-homogeneous phase (red and blue curve) is smaller than
the one of the homogeneous phase (purple and green curve). V EVb /V EVIR as a function of U/thop
P
for curves with the same parameters (colors). V EVb /V EVIR is zero when M 2 = 0,
ρi = even.
The ratio becomes large and with the opposite sign compared to the homogeneous phase.

4

A holographic SU(N ) fermionic Hubbard model

In this section, we construct a top-down holographic model dual to the SU(Nc )k Fermi
Hubbard model at half filling, i.e. a Hubbard model in which fermions hop between lattice
sites, but themselves transform in the fundamental representation of a SU(Nc ) gauge group
whose dynamics is of Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons type with Chern-Simons level k. The field
theory side is given by the low energy limit of a D3-D5-D7 system of the type IIB superstring
theory. We start from the holographic dual to the level-rank duality built from the D3-D7
system [12], which we review in appendix C as well as briefly below. We insert into this
model a stack of nF coincident D5 branes carrying a U(nF ) gauge theory. The D5 branes
end on the D7 brane in the IR. The rank nF can be interpreted as the number of the lattice
sites after separating the D5 branes in the boundary spatial directions. Separating the D5
branes breaks the U(nF ) symmetry down to U(1)nF ⊂ U(nF ), and the low energy effective
action in terms of the unbroken gauge fields and corresponding modes coming from open
strings connecting the separated D5 branes will be mapped both to the operator content
and interactions of the bottom-up model (2.2) as well as of the Fermi Hubbard model at
half filling (5.2).
4.1

Multiple D5-branes with non-Abelian symmetry

Probe D5-branes with non-Abelian symmetry are considered on the AdS5 soliton background with metric (C.1). At energies below the gap, the solitonic geometry describes the
confining vacuum of non-supersymmetric 3+1 dimensional SU(Nc ) Yang-Mills theory. The
confinement scale is set by the radius of the circle on which the D3 branes giving rise to
the solitonic background in the large Nc limit are compactified on. The D5-branes wrapping (t, u) and S 4 directions inside the transverse S 5 are introduced in the probe limit, i.e.
without considering their backreaction. In order to attach the D5-branes on the tip of the
AdS soliton, by flux conservation [35] they need to end on another D brane. We engineer
this by letting them end on D7-branes at the tip of the soliton. The setup is summarized
in table 2.
26

In the homogeneous phase the Dirichlet condition was chosen to ensure the vanishing of the subleading
part ϕv = 0 in the UV expansion (3.14).
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Dirichlet boundary condition fixing ϕv = 0 in (3.14) instead of the Neumann boundary
condition (2.16). With Dirichlet conditions, the absolute value of the VEV increases as
the total occupation number increases, as can be seen from the left hand side of figure 6,
which is plotted with parameters q 2 = 3/100, M 2 = −21/100, uh = 40, λ = 1/Λ2 , w = 0,
Λ(1,1) = −3/(2Λ), other Λ(p,q) = 0. Now, Λ ≈ 262. By contrast, the right hand side figure
employs the Neumann condition (2.16), but otherwise same parameter choices as the left
hand side figure. By comparing both figures, we find that the Neumann boundary condition
leads to much smaller values for the VEV in the non-homogeneous phase compared to the
Dirichlet condition. Since we expect the VEV in the non-homogeneous superfluid phase to
be large, this observation favors the use of a Dirichlet condition in the non-homogeneous
phase as well as in the homogeneous phase.26

x0 x1 x2 x3 = τ
Nc D3 × × ×
×
k D7 × × ×
·
nF D5 × ·
·
·

x4 = u x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
× × × × ×
×
× × × × ·

Table 2. D brane setup of the top-down construction of a SU(Nc )k Fermi-Hubbard model. τ is the
compactified cigar direction, u is the holographic direction, and x5...9 are the S 5 coordinates. We
choose an embedding of S 4 into S 5 such that x5...8 parametrizes the S 4 wrapped by the D5 branes.

The D3-D5 strings on the other hand are 8 ND and hence supersymmetric [37], and
contain nF 0+1-dimensional fermionic degrees of freedom transforming in the fundamental
of the SU(Nc ) gauge group. This defect has recently been used to model the spin impurity in
the holographic Kondo construction of [8]. In our context, these fermions are the hopping
degrees of freedom residing on the 0+1-dimensional defects. We are hence describing a
holographic dual to a Fermi-Hubbard model with gauge group and Chern-Simons level
SU(Nc )k .28
Finally, the D5-D7 intersection is 4 ND and hence supersymmetric. We can hence
trust the DBI-Wess-Zumino actions describing the coupling of these branes to the RamondRamond gauge fields sourced by each other, and the corresponding flux conservation arguments [35]. These results ensure that the D5 brane can end on the D7 brane at the
cigar tip.29
27

Note that the absence of supersymmetry is not a big drawback of this construction, since the gapped
background breaks supersymmetry by itself, and the embedding of the D7 branes is stabilized by the
occurrence of the gap — the D7 branes are simply staying at the bottom of the x3 -cigar.
28
For general k and Nc , the presence of the Chern-Simons level influences the statistics of the D3-D5
strings. Following the discussion in [12], a single string stretching between the D5 brane and Nc D3 branes
πi
in a definite color picks up a phase e k when interchanged with another F1 string of the same color. When
k = 1, these strings have fermionic statistics. As far as the statistics of two D5 branes with charge density,
as necessary for the construction of the Fermi-Hubbard model, is concerned, as explained around (4.5), the
charge density on the branes and hence the number of strings is quantized together with the embedding
angle on the transverse S 5 .
29
The AdS soliton solution breaks sypersymmetry. Nevertheless, our system is locally supersymmetric
since at vanishing temperature the tip of the cigar is locally flat, and the D5-D7 solution was supersymmetric
in flat space-time. At finite temperature, the D7 brane is too heavy to be pulled up by the D5 branes.
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From the field theory point of view, the spectrum of the D3-D7 strings is non-supersymmetric and contains k massive 2+1 dimensional Dirac fermions (with mass of order of
the gap scale) transforming in the fundamental of the SU(Nc ) gauge group as well as a
U(k) global flavor symmetry. At low energies, the Dirac fermions can be integrated out,
giving rise via the parity anomaly to a level k Chern-Simons term for the SU(Nc ) gauge
field. This is the holographic dual relevant for level rank duality. It was first described
in [12], and its domain walls (which are supersymmetric) were recently analyzed in [36].
The effective theory at energies below the gap scale is hence a SU(Nc )k non-abelian ChernSimons theory.27

The remainder of this section is concerned with analyzing the dynamics of the multiple
D5 branes as they are separated in the non-compact x1 or x2 directions in order to realize
a multi-site version of the above-described bottom up Hubbard model construction. For
nF = 2 we construct a top-down version of the two-site SU(Nc )k Fermi-Hubbard model.
The embedding of the D5 branes into the D3-D7 model of [12] is summarized in table 2.
In order to proceed, we need to introduce some geometric structures on the D5 branes: in
the Abelian case of a single D5 brane, the pull-back of the spacetime metric onto the brane
is defined as
(4.1)

where µ is running through all 10 space-time dimensions, a, b = t, u, S 4 are the wrapped
directions, i, j denote the transverse directions and gai = 0. The transverse scalars of the
D5-branes are given by (2πα0 )Φi where (i = x1 , x2 , τ, θ) and have dimension of length. In
the non-Abelian case, the partial derivative should be replaced by the U(nF ) covariant
derivative Da Φi = ∂a Φi + i[Aa , Φi ] [38]. The derivatives in the pull-backs are consequently
replaced by Da Φi . The Neveau-Schwarz B-field B N S is switched off in our background.
The non-Abelian D5 worldvolume action becomes
Z
q
ID5 = −T5 Str
d6 x −det(P [Gab + Gai (Q−1 − δ)ij Gjb ] + (2πα0 )Fab )det(Qi j )
+

XZ

!
P [e

i(2πα0 )i

Φ iΦ

Cα ]e

2πα0 F

+ Sfermion ,

(4.2)

α

where T5 = 1/(2π)5 gs α03 and Qi j ≡ δ i j + i(2πα0 )[Φi , Φk ]gkj . Indices i, j such as e.g. on
(δ − Q−1 )i j are lowered in terms of the transverse metric gij . iΦ is the interior product in
the direction of Φi . The meaning of the symmetric trace prescription Str is to symmetrize
over the gauge indices neglecting all commutators of the field-strength Fab , [Φi , Φj ], and
single Φi , i.e. Str(Φi1 . . . Φin ) ≡ Tr(Φi1 . . . Φin + all permutations)/n!. In the non-Abelian
case, Cα also has the Φi dependence. A consistent non-Abelian Taylor expansion for the
RR-fields is [39, 40]
Cα (Φi ) =

∞
X
(2πα0 )n
n=0

n!

Φi1 . . . Φin ∂xi1 . . . ∂xin Cα (φi )|φi =0 .

(4.3)

In our case, the only RR background field will be C4 , sourced by the D3 branes.
4.2

Homogeneous phase

In the top-down model with nF = 2, we make an Ansatz for the gauge fields and transverse
scalars as
!
0 w x1
(1) (2)
x1
Ab = diag(ab , ab ), θ = diag(θ11 , θ22 ), Φ =
,
(4.4)
w̄x1 0
with all other transverse scalars to be zero. One could also choose wx2 instead of wx1 , due
to the rotation symmetry in the x1 x2 -plane. As pictured in figure 7, the branes can be
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P [Gab ] = ∂a xµ ∂b xν gµν = gab + (2πα0 )2 ∂a Φi ∂b Φj gij ,

θ=0

θ=0

~x

~x

D5
u

u

D5

2 D5
D5

D5

D5

D5

D7

D7

(b) inhomogeneous phase

(a) homogeneous phase

separated in the field theory direction x1 as well as in the polar angle transverse to the
S 4 ⊂ S 5 . As we will see, these fields are sufficient to describe a holographic Fermi-Hubbard
model: separation only in the field theory direction corresponds to the homogeneous Mott
phase, while additional separation in the sphere direction corresponds to the inhomogeneous
superfluid phase.
In the homogeneous phase, the D5 branes are separated in the field theory direction
but not in the polar angle θ11 = θ22 , and the gauge fields are constrained to be equal,
(1)
(2)
ab = ab . The eigenvalues of the matrix Φx1 are ± | wx1 |,30 which yield the separation
in the field theory direction x1 . Note that in the homogeneous phase, [θ, Φx1 ] = 0 and
Db Φx1 = ∂b Φx1 . Since the off-diagonal components are only from Φx1 , the action reduces
to that of two separated D5 branes, each with Abelian gauge symmetry. Considering
the relation [θ, Φx1 ] = 0, the field wx1 does not receive a mass from the commutator
squared potential in (4.9) (cf. also (D.6)). The field wx1 is the analogue of the W bosons
in the standard model of particle physics. A constant solution wx1 = thop is allowed in
the homogeneous phase and does not contribute to the on-shell action, but breaks the

U(2) gauge symmetry down to the U(1) = √12 U(1)(1) + U(1)(2) baryonic symmetry,
corresponding to the vector symmetry of the bottom-up model. The mechanism of this
symmetry breaking is similar to the one of chiral symmetry breaking in the AdS/QCD
model of [14, 29], where the constant thop corresponds to the explicit breaking via a quark
mass, and the hopping kinetic VEV corresponds to the spontaneously generated chiral
condensate. From this construction we see that wx1 corresponds to the hopping scalar of
(1)
(2)
the bottom-up model. The Z boson (ab − ab ) is also massless and corresponds to the
axial gauge field U(1)(1) − U(1)(2) of the bottom-up model, which does not contribute in
the homogeneous phase.31
(1)
(2)
Relations θ11 = θ22 and ab = ab imply via the following angle quantization condition (4.5) in the S 5 direction perpendicular to S 4 that the charge density must be equal
30

Diagonalization of Φx1 corresponds to a SU(2) gauge transformation compatible with the Ansatz.
A finite value of thop explicitly breaks the axial symmetry. As with the axial symmetry breaking in
QCD, this will yield to a gap in the excitations of the Z boson field, while the background value vanishes.
31
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Figure 7. Phases of the top-down model: (a) The homogeneous phase is described by the two D5
branes wrapping the S 4 ⊂ S 5 at the same polar angle. The charge quantization condition (4.5)
then implies that the number density is the same on both defects. (b) In the inhomogeneous phase,
the branes wrap different angles on the S 5 , corresponding to a difference in charge density. The D5
branes wrapping angles close to the equation corresponds to half filling.

for both D5 branes, and hence the charge density on both boundary defects coincides [25].
By a well-known argument [25], the charge density on the D5 brane must be quantized
as an integer multiple of the fundamental string tension (i.e. the number of open strings
ending on the brane). The EOM for the transverse scalar θ has a constant solution, which
is quantized in terms of the charge density such that the fundamental string tension cancels
exactly the amount of charge induced on the brane by the C4 RR field. The quantization
condition has been worked out in [25], reading
(4.5)

where θ̄ = π−θ. The charge density n on the brane equals the number of (1+0)-dimensional
fermions at a site [6].
This discussion shows that the effective tension of the D5 brane [5] is suppressed in
the large N limit when the occupation number is of order 1, i.e. when the D5 brane sits
close to the pole of the S 5 , θ ∼ 0. From a string theory point of view, vanishing tension is
not desirable, as fluctuations of the brane fields will not be suppressed compared to their
background values any longer. The natural other locus for the D5 branes on the S 5 is the
equator θ11 = θ22 = π2 . Since the D3-D5 intersection is supersymmetric, and as we will see
explicitly in section 4.4 below, the slipping mode of the D5 on the equation will not violate
the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound in AdS2 . Hence, expanding around the equator, the
fluctuations of the brane will be suppressed compared to the background in the natural
large N scaling. The state at θ = π/2 has an occupation number Nc /2. When comparing
with the large N Fermi-Hubbard model at half filling below, we will exactly recover this
large N scaling in the top-down model, and be able to match the operators and their
sources to the corresponding terms in the Fermi-Hubbard lagrangian (5.2).
4.3

Inhomogeneous phase

The inhomogeneous phase is characterized by a difference in the charge density on both
defects. The D5 branes are consequently separated both in the field theory as well as in the
(1)
(2)
S 5 direction due to the charge quantization (4.5), θ11 6= θ22 and ab 6= ab . In the inhomogeneous phase, there are couplings between W and Z bosons from the nonabelian covariant
derivative. As in the homogeneous phase, wx1 is the hopping scalar. Considering [θ, Φx1 ] ∝
(θ11 − θ22 ) 6= 0, the W boson now acquires the mass proportional to the difference in angles
on the S 4 ⊂ S 5 . Due to the charge quantization condition (4.5), the W boson mass and
hence the hopping VEV now is related to the difference in charge density on both defects. 32
4.4

Comparison with the bottom-up model

In this section, we compare the bottom-up model (2.2) with the top-down holographic
model of table 2. We start with the homogeneous phase, the ansatz for which is (4.4) with
32

Due to the non-Abelian structure of fields (4.4), we expanded the non-Abelian D5 brane action up to
O(α04 ) in appendix D.1. For the arguments given in this section, O(α02 ) are sufficient. Note that one needs
to match orders of ξ to analyze thermodynamic stability between the two phases.
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πn
= θ̄ − sin θ̄ cos θ̄ ,
Nc

Top-Down Fermi-Hubbard

Holographic Bose-Hubbard (2.2)

U(1)nF

U(1)nF gauge symmetry

gauge symmetry

Bi-fundamentals wi

Bi-fundamentals φij

Bi-fundamental mass M 2 L2 = 2

A priori arbitrary M 2 L2

Quantized number of F1 string

Quantized occupation number

Near half filling state (ni = N/2)

ni ∼ O(1) or O(N ) depending on normalization of (2.2)

Brane tension O(N ) close to equator

S ∼ O(1) or O(N ) depending on normalization of (2.2)

Table 3. Comparison of top-down with bottom-up construction.
(2)

where ξ = 2πα0 and v = θ denotes the transverse scalar for the polar angle on the S 5 . This
Ansatz and gauge fields proportional to the unit matrix do not break the U(2) symmetry.
Since the adjoint scalar Φx1 commutes with the other matrices, the action reduces to the
one for two separate D5-branes with Abelian symmetry. The mass of the W-boson (an
open string mode) is zero.
In order to match to the bottom-up model (2.2), we expand the action in terms of
(1)
the bi-fundamental scalar wx1 , the gauge field ab , a transverse scalar ϕv around the
background θ = π/212×2 up to O(ξ 2 ) (cf. appendix D for details). In the Hubbard
model side, only one hopping term appears in the Hamiltonian. Hence, one needs only
one bi-fundamental scalar in the lagrangian, which can be achieved by a rotation in the
x1 − x2 plane which aligns a general wi , i = x1 , x2 , along x1 . The quartic potential in the
EOM (D.13) vanishes in this case, and the EOM becomes
√
1
√ ∂c ( −ḡ∂ c wx1 ḡx1 x1 ) = 0.
−ḡ

(4.7)

Using the explicit form of ḡ, which is the metric induced from (C.1) onto the D5 brane in
(t, u) direction at the embedding θ = π/2, one finds that after a redefinition wx1 = v x1 /u,
the EOM becomes that of a canonically normalized scalar v x1 in AdS2 with M 2 L2AdS = 2.
The general homogeneous solution is now of the form wx1 = thop + ϕu−3 . The Neumann
boundary condition wx1 0 |u=uh = 0 can be employed at the tip of the soliton, which sets
the VEV piece ϕ = 0 and hence has the same effect as the generalized Dirichlet condition
employed in section 3.1. The solution describing a vanishing VEV piece is then constant,
wx1 = thop .33
In the non-homogeneous phase, adjoint fields in the non-Abelian action do not commute anymore. The non-Abelian action should be expanded in terms of α0 and the symmetric trace evaluated. The details of the non-Abelian Taylor expansion can be found
33

Note that the top-down model as it is does not seem to produce any IR potential terms. However,
since the D5 brane ends on the D7 brane at the tip of the cigar, nontrivial field configurations in the D7
worldvolume theory could yield such terms. We will investigate this in future work.
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(1)

θ11 = θ22 and ab = ab . The distance modes in θ are the eigenvalues, in matrix form (see
also (D.10)),
π

θ=
+ ξϕv 12×2 ,
(4.6)
2

in appendix D. To compare with the bottom-up model it is convenient to perform the
rescalings
ḡab → L21 g̃ab , ḡij → L21 g̃ij , Φi =

Φix
,
ξ

(4.8)

S2b

⊃ −Str

Z

d2 x

p
− det(g̃ab )

1
1
Dc Φix Dc Φx,i Fab F ab −
δθ2 Da Φix Da Φx,i
2
Θt,1
8qt
!
1
j
k
ab
[Φ , Φk,x ][Φx , Φj,x ]Fab F
,
(4.9)
+
16Θt,1 x

where coefficients are given by in terms of the ’t Hooft coupling λt
√
1
T 0ξ2
4Nc
1
N c λt
0 2
√
= 2 =
,
= T L1 =
.
Θt,1
3π 2
qt2
L1
3 λt

(4.10)

These terms are similar to the quartic irrelevant interaction (2.2) at the hard wall since
when valuated on the homogeneous solution they include t2hop ρ2(i) . In components, the third
term of (4.9) becomes similar to (φv − Lv )2 | w |2 Fab F ab . Since the third term vanishes
for φv = Lv , such a term does not play the role of the quartic irrelevant term in the hard
wall (2.2).
34

Smallness of q 2 δρ2 seems important in order to prevent hitting the unitarity bound in (3.15). One
1

could also try to scale δρ ∼ Nc2 in order to achieve finite anomalous dimensions.
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where L1 is the AdS radius, and ξ = 2πα0 . The transverse scalars have dimension of the
length (i 6= θ) or dimensionless (i = θ), coinciding with the bottom up model (2.2).
As will become clear from the following arguments, the action of the rescaled theory is
proportional to Nc like in typical probe brane models. At the equator of the S 5 , θ = π/2,
√
the coupling constant qt on the AdS2 induced hard wall geometry is 1/qt2 = 4Nc /(3 λt ),
which is much smaller than the effective 5d gravitational coupling 1/2κ2 = Nc2 /(8π 2 L31 )
by dimensionally reducing on S 5 . The other coefficients of the probe brane are also of
order Nc , and hence the probe limit is valid in our regime of interest. We hence find that
we can truncate the top-down model for D5 branes at θ = π2 to the bottom-up approach
of section 2 with small anomalous dimensions34 if δρ ∼ O(1) in the large Nc limit. This
is consistent with small fluctuations of the brane embedding at the equator of the S 5 , as
ρtotal = ρ1 + ρ2 ∼ Nc .
As discussed around (4.7), the quartic interaction of wxI vanishes in the EOM (D.13)
when only a single component is switched on. Such a quartic interaction resembles a φ4
interaction at the hard wall. The top-down model implies that no quartic interactions
correspond to the bottom-up model with λ = 0 in (2.2). Actually, vanishing quartic
interaction terms are consistent with the small tension limit (large Λ) of (2.2), under the
√
rescaling (φ, λ, w 2 , Λp,q ) → ( Λφ, λ/Λ2 , w2 /Λ, Λp,q /Λp ) for large Λ.
Also the cubic interaction [Φi , Φj ]Fab F ab , which resembles the quartic irrelevant term
2
φ Fab F ab in the bottom-up model (2.2), is not present in (D.11) due to the symmetric
trace prescription. The higher order action (D.8) includes the following interaction

In conclusion, comparing the top-down model (D.11) with the bottom-up model (2.2),
we find that the most relevant IR potential parameters in (2.2) vanish, λ = 0 and Λ(1,1) = 0,
but less relevant terms are generated by the non-abelian structure of the DBI action (4.2).
4.5

Matching the Fermi-Hubbard model at half filling

With the holographically renormalized free energy of the top-down model in units of
α0 = 1,35
(4.11)

i=1

at hand, we can now match its parameters to the two-site SU(N ) Fermi-Hubbard
model (5.2) by comparing the corresponding large N scaling properties (N = Nc ). The
large-N scaling of (5.2) is the same as for the two-site SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model (1.1)
described in footnote 2: requiring the Hamiltonian (5.2) to be O(N ) and thop as well as
the chemical potential µ to be color independent, one finds that the charge density scales
as nj ∼ O(N ), as does the hopping operator VEV hc†1,α c2,α + c†2,α c1,α i ∼ O(N ).
Comparing to the form of the free energy (4.11), the chemical potential µ is O(1).
The charge density Nc /2 + ρ(i) near the half filling state is O(Nc ). The on-site interaction
√
cos uh /Nc is O(Nc−1 ), where cos = πΓ(3/4)/(24Γ(1/4)) = 0.024961. Higher power interactions of ρ(i) are suppressed in the large Nc limit, when ρ(i) /Nc  1, i.e. ρ(i) scales slower
than Nc . The hopping term vanishes in the free energy in the background of the homogeneous phase wx1 = thop . However, the expansion of the bi-fundamental scalar around
the background gives the kinetic term corresponding to the hopping term, cf. appendix D.
The solution of the bi-fundamental scalar has the asymptotic behavior ξwx1 ∼ c1 u0 or
c2 u−3 near the AdS boundary. The coefficient of the kinetic term is O(Nc ) and the bifundamental scalar is O(1) like thop . In summary, we find the following identification
between Fermi-Hubbard and top-down model parameters.
µFH = −µ , thop,FH = thop ,
N
nj =
+ ρ(j) ,
2
2N c2
hc†1,α c2,α + c†2,α c1,α i = 2 ,
π λ
cos uh
U=
N

(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)

where λ is ’t Hooft coupling. Hence, at the two-derivative level, the top-down construction presented in this section completely reproduces the two-site Fermi-Hubbard hamiltonian (5.2) at half filling. The higher order terms discussed at the end of section 4.4 will of
course yield higher order contributions to the dual Hamiltonian, but are suppressed if the
35

The free energy (4.11) is an extension of the free energy of a single D5 brane eq. (2.18) in [6] to an AdS2
hard wall-like geometry induced by the AdS5 soliton background. The first term of (4.11), which is not
present in the black hole embedding of the D5-brane, is generated from the hard wall boundary condition
(i)
on the gauge field at |u=uh = const.
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2  
X
Nc
uh 2
8cos
F =
µ
+ ρ(i) + cos ρ(i) − 2 Nc uh + . . . ,
2
Nc
π

5
5.1

Effective hopping in the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model
Numerical simulations

In this section, we compute the VEV of the hopping term by using numerical simulations
and fixing the total occupation number. We obtain the ground state wavefunction |Ψi for p
particles for each of the N components by exact diagonalization using the Lanczos method
for (1.1), and obtain the total kinetic energy
E
XD
EK = −thop
Ψ ba†
b
+
c.c.
Ψ
.
(5.1)
i ja
hiji

In the limit of |U/thop | → 0, EK approaches −pN thop , because each particle occupies
the bonding orbital formed from the two lattice sites. As the repulsive interaction |U | is
increased, the absolute value of the VEV of the hopping term decreases. In the case of
two lattice sites and p = 2 particles per component, the total kinetic energy divided by
the number of particles continues to increase and approaches zero as |U/thop | → ∞. In
this case, a single particle of each component at each site could be localized at each lattice
site, but there are exponentially many (as a function of N ) localized configurations of
particles having the same number, pN/2, of particles at each site, therefore the ground state
wavefunction can be approximated by a linear combination of such localized states. On the
other hand, for p = 3 and an odd number of species, the total number of particles is an odd
number, so that it is not possible to place the same number of particles at the two lattice
sites. In this case, the total kinetic energy divided by pN approaches a constant value.
We have placed results of the plot in figure 8. For even number of particles, we find
the Mott insulator phase where the effective hopping behaves like 1/U at large U . For odd
number of particles, the effective hopping approaches a non-zero constant at large U . This
behavior is different from the gravity dual in which it is difficult to have the non-zero VEV
at large U/thop in the non-homogeneous phase.
Dependence of the behavior of the effective hopping similar to the two-site case is also
observed for larger numbers of sites: for 3 lattice sites, the Mott-insulator-like behavior is
only observed when pN is a multiple of three, and the superfluid-like behavior is observed
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corresponding field values are not too large. The only thing left to determine is the large N
scaling of the deviations from half filling ρ(i) . Following the arguments given in section 4.2
to restrict ρ(i) = O(1) is natural from the point of view of string theory, in order to ensure
supressed fluctuations around a classical saddle point in the large-N limit.
An analogous match has been achieved in [4] between the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard
model (1.1) and the bottom-up construction (2.2), where however the information about
the large-N scaling was not used explicitly. Here we see that due to the natural expansion
of the top-down model around the half-filling state, matching the large-N scaling properties
is basically forced upon us. A similar large-N scaling would have been achieved in [4] if
the action of the bottom-up model (2.2) would have been normalized to be O(N ), which
is the normalization natural for probe brane models in AdS/CFT.

<Total kinetic energy> / (pNJ)

<Total kinetic energy> / (pNJ)
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Figure 8. Left: numerical plot of the effective hopping with 2 particles per species. Only the
cases with odd values of N is plotted, but for an even N , the value appears between the plots for
neighboring odd numbers. Mott insulator phase appears in this system of even number of particles
at the large U limit. Right: numerical plot of the effective hopping with 3 fixed particles. The VEV
is non-zero at large U in the system of odd number of particles and odd number of components N .
Otherwise, the VEV decreases to zero at large U .

otherwise, i.e. when p nor N is a multiple of the prime three. Then interesting is what
happens for 4(= 2 × 2) sites: is it required that either p or N is a multiple of 4, or is it
enough if pN is divisible by 4, for the pN bosons to behave like a Mott insulator at large
U/thop ? The latter is the answer: we observe that the total kinetic energy for p = N = 2,
for example, approaches zero as U/thop is increased.
5.2

Quantum mechanics for p = 1

In the following sections, we calculate the quantum mechanical hopping VEV in the perturbative limit for the case of p = 1 Bose-Hubbard model for all N . This gives us an exact point
of reference to compare the results from holography. For the p = 1 case, it turns out that
the Hilbert space for the fermionic Hubbard model is same as the Bose-Hubbard model. We
also show that the hopping VEV for the two cases are equal to each other by use of a twosite version of the Jordan-Wigner transformation. The hopping VEV for odd N = 2m + 1
is −(m + 1)t proportional to N , while for even N = 2m is −m(m + 1)t2 /U proportional
to N 2 . This N dependence should be seen in a holographic model in the large N limit.
For the fermionic case, we go beyond p = 1 condition and show that the ground
state still lies in the p = 1 sector of the Hilbert space. Thus for the fermionic case, the
perturbative answer for the hopping VEV is fully general, while for bosons, our conclusions
are restricted to fixed p as in earlier sections.
The two site Hamiltonian may also be written as
H = Ht + HU

X †
Ht = −t
c1,α c2,α + c†2,α c1,α
α


N 2
HU = U
ni −
2
i={1,2}
X
X †
ni =
ni,α =
ci,α ci,α
X 

α

α
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75
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5.3

Odd N

Let us start with odd N case. We can further classify the states by how many of the fermion
flavours are commonly occupied on the two sites. For example for SU(3) with 1 fermion on
one site and 2 fermions on other site, we have only two possibilities: 1) 0 common flavours,
e.g. |first site : 1, 0, 0; second site : 0, 1, 1i, 2) 1 common flavour, e.g. |first site : 1, 0, 0;
second site : 1, 0, 1i. Similarly there are m + 1 possibilities for SU(N = 2m + 1).
First we observe that the states categorized in this way form disjoint blocks in the
lowest order Hamiltonian as t/U → 0+ in the LHES. This is because any flavour that
is commonly occupied can not hop, and thus there is no way to change this commonly
occupied flavour number by performing hops in the rest of the flavours. In fact the disjointedness of these blocks remains true for bosons as well, the only difference being the
commonly occupied bosonic flavours can hop unlike fermions.
Now we ask which of these blocks can gain most in hopping energy, or in other words,
which block will contain the ground state? Intuitively it should be the block that allows for
most number of hops (within that block). This corresponds to the block with 0 common
flavours, and that is the indeed the answer as we will see. At this point, we note that this
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where α indexes the N flavours. The N/2 present in the expression of HU fixes the
half-filling condition as U/t → ∞. The operators in eq. (5.2) have bosonic commutation
relations for Bose-Hubbard model, and fermionic commutation relations for the Fermi case.
We start by discussing the fermionic case, and point out the direct connection it has to the
p = 1 Bose-Hubbard model discussed in the previous sections.
When U = ∞, we should stay exactly in the subspace of half-filled Hilbert space which
has lowest energy cost for HU . We will call this subspace as lowest Hubbard energy subspace
or LHES. All states in the LHES are degenerate to each other and have zero energy (up to
a constant shift in the Hamiltonian) as no hops are permitted. We are eventually interested
in the limit t/U → 0+ . In this limit, it still suffices to stay in the LHES and work out the
matrix elements of H in this subspace in a perturbative sense. By staying in the LHES
throughout, we also usefully have hg.s.|H|g.s.i = hg.s.|Ht |g.s.i since all states in LHES are
degenerate with respect to HU and give hHU i = 0 up to a trivial constant.
For even N = 2m, the LHES corresponds to all combinations of m fermions on both
sites. For odd N = 2m + 1, the LHES corresponds to all combinations of m fermions on
one site and m + 1 fermions on the other. Now it is clear that in the odd case, the system
can gain hopping energy at linear order while staying within the LHES due to hops that
result from the imbalance in fermion occupation on the two sites. These hops at linear
order directly give rise to a hopping expectation value in the ground state. For the even
case, the system can not gain hopping energy at linear order since any hop necessarily
takes the system out of the LHES, but it can gain hopping energy at quadratic order. We
will restrict our attention to these lowest orders for odd and even N cases since we are
interested in understanding the t/U → 0+ limit. Now it remains to work out the details of
these lowest order hopping processes to evaluate the hopping expectation value in this limit.
2
 N 
The number of states in the LHES is given by N
for even N and 2 N
m
m m+1 for odd N
respectively, but this counting is not going to be important in the following arguments.

The states in this 0 commonly occupied block are
|1i = |first site : 1, 0, 0 ; second site : 0, 1, 1i
|2i = |first site : 0, 1, 0 ; second site : 1, 0, 1i
|3i = |first site : 0, 0, 1 ; second site : 1, 1, 0i
|4i = |first site : 1, 1, 0 ; second site : 0, 0, 1i
|5i = |first site : 1, 0, 1 ; second site : 0, 1, 0i
|6i = |first site : 0, 1, 1 ; second site : 1, 0, 0i
with p = 1 condition seen explicitly.
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block is exactly same as the Hilbert space of the p = 1 Bose-Hubbard model in terms of
the Fock occupations (see eq. (5.4) as an example for N = 3). The difference lies in the
statistics, and in the following we will show that this does not make a difference to the
hopping VEV. This allows us to compute the hopping VEV for both bosonic and fermionic
cases simultaneously.
As an aside, blocks with > 0 commonly occupied flavours further sub-divide into
smaller blocks indexed by which flavours in particular are commonly occupied. This will
give rise to degeneracies in the excited states in the t/U → 0+ problem that can be counted
if desired.
Next we observe that in the 0 commonly occupied flavour block, we can have exactly
(m + 1) hops while staying in the LHES since we necessarily hop from the site with (m + 1)
fermions to the site with m fermions to stay in the LHES. All of these are off-diagonal
processes. Furthermore we can convince ourselves that we can reach any state in the block
from any other state through a finite number of the allowed hops. Thus all states are
symmetrical to each other with respect to Ht , i.e. each ket is connected to exactly (m + 1)
bras. Thus Ht matrix will have the general structure such that there are only (m + 1)
non-zero entries in all rows/columns. Since we are restricted to t/U → 0+ , the non-zero
entries have equal magnitudes |t| at lowest order. This matrix structure is verified easily
for the low values of odd N , but we keep in mind that this matrix structure is valid for all
odd N . We show in eq. (5.3) this matrix structure in the 0 commonly occupied block for
SU(3) with m = 1 without paying attention to the fermion anti-commutation signs. This
has m + 1 = 2 non-zero entries in all rows/columns. Below in the subsection on fermion
signs, we elaborate why the following arguments still apply. Briefly, we may apply a twosite version of the Jordan-Wigner transformation to “bosonize” the Hamiltonian. Indeed
for the p = 1 Bose-Hubbard case where there are no fermion signs to begin with, this is
precisely the Ht in the LHES.


000110
0 0 0 1 0 1


0 0 0 0 1 1


Ht = −t 
(5.3)

1 1 0 0 0 0


1 0 1 0 0 0
011000

for odd N = 2m + 1 as t → 0, hHt i/t → −(m + 1)

0

N =3
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N =7

−1
← hHt i/t →
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Figure 9. Hopping VEV for odd N = 2m + 1 case

Due to this symmetry of the states in the 0 commonly occupied block of LHES, the
lowest energy state in this block is an uniform superposition of these states independent of
1
the number of the states in this block. This state can be written as √Norm
(1 1 1 . . . 1)T ,
and the energy of this state is −(m + 1)t as can be checked by application of Ht . Any other
superposition will increase the energy.
For the bosonic case, blocks with commonly occupied flavours are not part of the
Hilbert space due to the p = 1 condition. Thus the hopping VEV is −(m + 1)t, which is
the main result for odd N . When we approach the perturbative limit by holding t fixed
and letting U → ∞, a hopping VEV of −(m + 1)t implies different plateaus for different
N as U → ∞ as discussed in the earlier sections.

For fermions we will now show that blocks with non-zero commonly occupied flavours
have greater hopping energy and do not contribute to the hopping VEV. It is clear that for
the blocks with non-zero commonly occupied flavours, in each sub-block of given common
occupation (say α = 1 is commonly occupied on both sites for SU(3), etc.), the hopping
matrix will have the same structure as above except the number of non-zero entries will be
(m + 1) − c where c is the number of commonly occupied flavours. This is because those
c commonly occupied flavours are forbidden to hop due to Pauli’s exclusion. Again states
in each such sub-block will be symmetrical to each other with respect to Ht . Thus for a
block with a non-zero value of commonly occupied flavours c, the lowest energy would be
−((m + 1) − c)t up to some calculable degeneracies coming from the number of sub-blocks
indexed by given common occupations. Thus we have shown that among all the blocks,
the ground state lies in the 0 commonly occupied block in the t/U → 0+ limit, and the
hopping VEV (remember hg.s.|H|g.s.i = hg.s.|Ht |g.s.i in LHES) is exactly −(m + 1)t up to
lowest order in t for all SU(N = 2m + 1). This is confirmed from Exact Diagonalization in
figure 9 below.
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5.4

Even N
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Now we tackle the even N = 2m case where we have m fermions on each site in the LHES.
All single hops will take us out of the LHES, and we have no contribution at linear order in
t/U . At quadratic order we can have contributions, since there can be two successive hops
which can take us out of and afterward return us back to the LHES. Any such process
will generate a matrix element ∝ −t2 /U in degenerate perturbation theory where the
degenerate states are the states of the LHES. We will restrict our attention to these lowest
order processes as t/U → 0+ . This is a little subtler than odd N case in terms of hopping
expectation value, and here it becomes very useful to use hg.s.|H|g.s.i = hg.s.|Ht |g.s.i when
we restrict our attention to the LHES. The idea is thus to get a knowledge of the hopping
expectation value in the ground state in the perturbative limit by using this equality.
Again as before, we have disjoint blocks depending on the number of commonly occupied flavours since hops conserve flavours. To find out which block contains the ground
state, we may run through similar arguments as for the odd N case. We seek that block
which allows for the maximal number of these quadratic order two-hop process. This again
is the block with 0 commonly occupied flavours, and thus again as before we can simultaneously compute for the hopping VEV for both Bose-Hubbard and Fermi-Hubbard cases.
For even N we can have both diagonal and off-diagonal two-hop processes. The number
of off-diagonal two-hop processes starting from a given state and ending in a different state
in this block corresponds to m2 . This is because we have m choices for the first hop from
one of the sites, and m choices for a different flavour from the second site such that we
end in a different state. The matrix element corresponding to a single two-hop process is
−t2 /2U (the factor of 2 in the denominator is due to the chosen form of Hubbard interaction
which leads to a difference in energy = 2U between a LHES state and intermediate excited
state). Thus off-diagonal matrix elements = −2 × t2 /2U = −t2 /U . This is because
given an initial state and a different final state in the LHES, there are two possibilities
for the two-hop processes that connect the two states owing to the choice of the two
sites for the annihilation site of the first hop (the annihilation site for the second hop is
subsequently fixed). Furthermore this implies there are m2 off-diagonal non-zero entries in
all rows/columns in this block of LHES after doing perturbation theory up to lowest order
∝ Ht (ELHES − HU )−1 Ht . Now, we again have the irrelevance of fermion signs due to the
same arguments as mentioned in the previous subsection and elaborated in the subsection
below, i.e. Ht and HU may be thought of as the Jordan-Wigner transformed Hamiltonian.
The counting of diagonal two-hop processes is 2m for a given state in LHES, i.e. we
can choose any one of the 2m flavours on both sites for the first hop and afterward we
hop the same flavour back. The matrix element of a diagonal two-hop process is thus
= −2mt2 /2U = −mt2 /U for all states in this block of the LHES. All states are again
symmetrical to each other and the lowest energy state in this block can be written as
√ 1
(1 1 1 . . . 1)T , with the energy given by −m2 t2 /U − mt2 /U = −m(m + 1)t2 /U . We
Norm
see that this is in agreement with the familiar form for the case of SU(2)
!
t2 1 1
Ht = −
(5.5)
U 11
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Figure 10. Hopping VEV for even N = 2m case.

which leads to a singlet ground state. The states in this 0 commonly occupied block are
|first site : 1, 0 ; second site : 0, 1i
|first site : 0, 1 ; second site : 1, 0i

(5.6)

For the bosonic case, blocks with commonly occupied flavours are again not part of the
Hilbert space due to the p = 1 condition. Thus we have the hopping VEV as −m(m+1)t2 /U
which is the main result for even N . For fermions, again as before, the blocks with non-zero
common occupations will have higher hopping energy and do not contribute to the hopping
VEV. For these blocks with non-zero common occupations, the number of non-zero offdiagonal entries will similarly be 2(m − c)2 where c is the number of common occupations.
The diagonal entries will equal −(m − c)t2 /U in these blocks. The lowest energy will equal
−(m − c)(m − c + 1)t2 /U and we can count the degeneracies as well. This shows that
the ground state lies in 0 common occupation block. By using hg.s.|H|g.s.i = hg.s.|Ht |g.s.i
in the perturbative limit t/U → 0+ , we arrive at the hopping expectation value in the
ground state being equal to −m(m + 1)t2 /U for all even N = 2m up to lowest order in t.
The m(m + 1) proportionality of the hopping expectation value is confirmed from Exact
Diagonalization in figure 10 below.
5.5

Fermion signs and Jordan-Wigner transformation

The particular convention that gives rise to the matrix in eq. (5.3) is: a state is obtained
by first creating fermions of N = 3rd flavour, secondly of the N − 1 = 2nd flavour, etc. all
the way up till 1st flavour. For each flavour, the fermion on the 2nd site is created first
followed by the 1st site. This may be summarized as
c†1,α=1 c†2,α=1 c†1,α=2 c†2,α=2 c†1,α=3 c†2,α=3 |vacuumi = +|first site : 1, 1, 1 ; second site : 1, 1, 1i
(5.7)
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Now we show that this kind of fermion sign convention gives rise to the matrix
structure of the type in eq. (5.3) for all N , by using a two-site version of the JordanWigner transformation. First, we need a combined site-flavour index µ which goes from
1 to 2N in our fermion sign convention order, i.e. c†µ=1 c†µ=2 . . . c†µ=2N −1 c†µ=2N |vacuumi ≡

c†1,α=1 c†2,α=1 . . . c†1,α=N c†2,α=N |vacuumi = +|first site : 1, . . . , 1 ; second site : 1, . . . , 1i. Let
us define new creation/annihilation operators as following in terms of this new site-flavour
index
Y
bµ =
(−1)nν cµ
=

Y

(−1)nν c†µ

(5.8)

ν<µ

These new b operators now commute when coming with different site-flavour indices, e.g.
with µ < ν and keeping in mind that we can commute the (−1)nµ phase factors with cν
operators when ν 6= µ
[bµ , bν ] = bµ bν − bν bµ

= (cµ (−1)nµ cν − (−1)nµ cν cµ )
= (cµ (−1)nµ + (−1)nµ cµ ) cν

Y

(−1)nρ

µ<ρ<ν

Y

(−1)nρ

µ<ρ<ν

=0

(5.9)

where we have applied fermionic anti-commutation from second to third line, and the last
equality follows by observing that (trivially) (cµ (−1)nµ +(−1)nµ cµ )|0i = 0 and (cµ (−1)nµ +
(−1)nµ cµ )|1i = −cµ |1i + (−1)nµ |0i = −|0i + |0i = 0. The case of µ > ν now follows since,
when [A, B] = 0, [B, A] = 0 as well. Similar arguments can be used to show that [b†µ , b†ν ] = 0
and [bµ , b†ν ] = 0 with µ 6= ν. But these b operators are not fully bosonic operators since for
the same site-flavour index µ, their commutation relations are not bosonic; rather they are
still fermionic to respect Pauli’s exclusion.
This two-site version of Jordan-Wigner transformation keeps HU unchanged trivially
since c†µ cµ = b†µ bµ for any µ. The fact that Ht remains unchanged can be seen as
b†1,α b2,α + b†2,α b1,α
= b†µ bµ+1 + b†µ+1 bµ
= c†µ (−1)nµ cµ+1 + c†µ+1 (−1)nµ cµ
= c†µ cµ+1 + c†µ+1 cµ
= c†1,α c2,α + c†2,α c1,α

(5.10)

where we have used c†µ (−1)nµ = c†µ and (−1)nµ cµ = cµ as easily checked by their action on
|0i and |1i. This exposes the reason for absence of fermion signs in eq. (5.3) for our chosen
sign convention. Since we group flavours first and sites secondly in the sign convention,
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ν<µ

b†µ

≡ +|fully filled statei
!
N
Y
Y †
=⇒
ci,α . . . |vaccumi ≡ +|fully filled statei
α=1

(5.11)

i

The above may be used to show the non-perturbative equality of the hopping VEVs of the
p = 1 Bose and Fermi-Hubbard models for a linear chain of sites again with effectively the
same many-body Hilbert space, i.e.
!2
N X
N

X
X X
N
†
†
†
H = −t
ci,α ci−1,α + ci,α ci+1,α + U
ci,α ci,α −
(5.12)
2
α=1

i

i

α=1

where i is a site index for the linear chain by an appropriate generalization of eq. (5.8).

6

Discussion & conclusions

In the first part of this paper, we extended the study of the holographic duality proposed
in [4] between the large N SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model on multiple sites and the twodimensional gravity on the AdS2 hard wall. In the gravity dual, we computed and analyzed
in sections 2 and 3 the hopping VEV of the two-site model both in the homogeneous Mott
insulator phase and the non-homogeneous superfluid phase. In section 5, we computed
the hopping VEV fixing the particle number per component, p, in the large N SU(N )
Bose-Hubbard model on two sites. When the particle number is 2N (p = 2), VEV goes to
zero like 1/U . It is the behavior in the Mott insulator phase. When the particle number
is 3N (p = 3), VEV is non-zero at large U . We confirmed an analytic expression of the
hopping VEV in the perturbative limit t/U  1 for p = 1. In the large N limit, the
hopping VEV for even N and odd N is proportional to N 2 and N , respectively. Moreover,
as discussed later, the effective hoppings in Fermi and Bose cases are equivalent due to the
Jordan-Wigner transformation. Paying attention to these large U behavior, we compared
results betweten the gravity dual and the large N Bose-Hubbard model.
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we do not get extra sign factors in the algebra above, which allows us to see the equality
of Ht in both c and b basis. Since b operators commute for different µ, furthermore,
the lack of fermion signs become manifest for all N . One may note that the ordering of
flavours while choosing our fermion sign convention was not important, and we could have
chosen any permutation of flavour ordering for the Jordan-Wigner transformation to work.
Furthermore the spectrum is invariant with respect to fermion sign convention, and the
only difference that comes due to a different sign convention are phase factors of eiπ = −1
in the coefficients when the ground state is expressed as a linear combination of the states
with zero commonly occupied flavours.
This equality of the p = 1 Bose and Fermi hopping VEVs is in fact a non-perturbative
result following from the above discussions. We note for completeness that the above can
also be generalized to a linear chain of sites with open boundary conditions. We may
summarize the generalized Jordan-Wigner transformation as





. . . c†i−1,1 c†i,1 c†i+1,1 . . . . . . c†i−1,2 c†i,2 c†i+1,2 . . . . . . . . . c†i−1,N c†i,N c†i+1,N . . . |vaccumi

VEV/∑ρi
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In the homogeneous Mott insulating phase we find that at small thop the holographically
computed hopping VEV in the presence of the bulk mass M qualitatively agreed with that
of the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard model. The behavior at small thop /U (large U/thop ) matches
the behavior of the VEV in the two-site Bose-Hubbard model at large N (see figure 11). In
order for the Mott insulating phase to have small hopping VEV, the total particle number
had to be fixed to be even in the two-site Bose-Hubbard model.36 We hence establish a
relation between the large N two site Bose-Hubbard model at even total particle number,
and the holographic model of [4]. At large thop /U , i.e. close to the transition to superfluidity,
the VEVs do not coincide. This is not surprising, since e.g. already the details of the phase
boundary in figure 1 and the order of the phase transition differ from e.g. the mean field
analysis of [2]. We also analyze the dependence on the bulk mass M , which is related to
the anomalous dimension of the hopping kinetic energy. The absolute value of the hopping
VEV increases gradually as M increases and as the occupation number increases.
In the non-homogeneous superfluid phase, we compare the holographic hopping VEV
for different hard wall boundary conditions with the one from the SU(N ) Bose-Hubbard
model, as well as with the homogeneous phase. We find that Neumann boundary condition (2.16) (cf. figure 5) for the bi-fundamental scalar generate a VEV smaller than the
one in the homogeneous phase. This seems unphysical, since the VEV is expected to increase as thop increases into the superfluid phase. A Dirichlet condition instead produces
larger VEVs (cf. figure 6), and hence seems to be closer to the situation in the actual
Bose-Hubbard model.
36

If it were odd, the unpaired particle could hop back and forth at first order in thop , which neither
matches expectations for the behavior of a Mott insulating phase, nor our holographic model. In the limit
of small thop , a plateau was found for the hopping kinetic energy instead if the total occupation number is
odd, cf. section 5. It will be interesting to analyze the plateau in holographic models.
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P
Figure 11. VEV/ ρi in the Mott insulator phase as a function of U/thop with fixed parameters
M 2 = 0, w = 0, λ = 1/Λ2 , Λ(1,1) = −3/(2Λ), and other Λ(p,r) = 0, where the parameter Λ
is specified by eq. (3.10). The orange curves describe the effective hopping of the SU(3) BoseHubbard model with fixed numbers of particles p = 2, 4 per species. Total numbers of bosons are
6, 12, respectively. The parameters were fixed by matching to second order perturbation theory
at large U/thop . We find near agreement when the hopping parameter is smaller than the other
couplings. We believe that the small disagreement at large U/thop is due to the term linear in ρ
in (3.9) which is not present in the holographic model.

In our two-site model an interesting interplay between spontaneous and explicit symmetry breaking similar to the one in QCD, and in particular in AdS/QCD models, is
at work. For two sites, there exist two global charge symmetries from the boundary
perspective, the axial symmetry U(1)A = √12 (U(1)1 − U(1)2 ) and the vector symmetry

In section 4, we present on a top-down construction of a SU(N )k Fermi-Hubbard model
at half filling in terms of a D3/D5/D7 brane intersection, where the multiple D3-branes
were replaced with the AdS5 soliton ×S 5 background [45]. The massless spectrum of
open strings stretching between the D3 and D5 branes constitutes the hopping fermionic
degrees of freedom if there is a single D7 brane involved in the construction. 37 The D5
branes correspond to the lattice sites and are separated in the boundary spatial directions.
Open strings stretching between the separated D5 branes then give rise to the modes
which we identify with the hopping bifundamental field of the bottom-up model (2.2).
The Wess-Zumino term is present in the D5 action and, due to the quantization of induced
worldvolume flux [25], stabilizes the D5-brane embedding38 and leads to a relation between
the quantized polar angle on the S 5 transverse to the D5 brane, and the charge density on
the D5 brane, cf. eq. (4.5). We find that the homogeneous phase of equal charge density
on all sites corresponds to the D5 branes wrapping S 4 ⊂ S 5 at the same polar angle, while
the inhomogeneous phase with unequal charge densities corresponds to separating the D5
branes in the polar angle direction as well as the boundary directions (cf. figure 7).
We then compared the top-down construction with the bottom-up model, cf. table 3.
Expanding the DBI-WZ action for the D5 branes to second order in 2πα0 , the matter
content of the bottom-up model such as gauge fields and bi-fundamental fields linking the
different lattice sites are reproduced in the top-down model. The symmetry breaking that
37

For more than one D7 brane one gets abelian anyons with relative statistics depending on Nc and the
number of D7 branes k instead.
38
We would like to thank M. Shigemori for discussion about the stability of non-Abelian D5-branes.
On the other hand, non-supersymmetric D3-branes wrapping on the asymptotic AdS2 × S 2 will also be a
candidate of the holographic dual to a Bose-Hubbard model since these D3-branes include a tachyonic mode,
which should be bosonic, in the NS sector of the field theory side. However, it is shown that D3-branes do
not couple with the pullback of the background RR 4-form and are unstable.
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U(1)V = √12 (U(1)1 + U(1)2 ). While the vector symmetry leads to total charge conservation, the axial symmetry implies conservation of the charge difference between the two sites.
The hopping VEV is charged under the axial symmetry and hence breaks it spontaneously,
while the hopping parameter thop is the source for the hopping VEV, and explicitly breaks
the axial symmetry. In QCD, explicit chiral symmetry breaking is effected by a small bare
quark mass, and spontaneous breaking by the chiral condensate. The interplay of explicit
and spontaneous breaking leads to the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation [14, 41–43], which
relates the mass of the Goldstone boson of the broken chiral symmetry (the pion) to the
non-zero quark mass and the value of the chiral condensate in a universal way. Such a
relation has also been derived in lower dimensional field theories such as graphene [44].
By analogy, a similar relation should hold for small thop in the holographic Bose-Hubbard
model (2.2). We leave a careful investigation of the excitation spectrum of (2.2) in view of
this interplay for future work.

occurs during the process of separating the nF D5 branes from a stack with nonabelian
U(nF ) symmetry in the boundary direction is crucial in obtaining the correct field content:
separating the D5 branes breaks U(nF ) → U(1)nF by giving a VEV to the transverse
scalars. The remaining abelian U(1)nF corresponds to the conserved charge on each defect
D5 brane. The bi-fundamental scalar fields dual to the hopping term are obtained from the
off-diagonal component of the transverse scalars, i.e. from a mode of the string stretching
between different D5 branes. Switching on the same hopping parameter thop between all the
nF
P
sites then breaks U(1)nF → √1nF
U(1)i , i.e. down to the baryonic vector U(1) symmetry
i=1

Finally, we were able to match the holographic bottom-up model (2.2) to the BoseHubbard model (1.1) (cf. section 3.1), and the top-down model of section 4 to the FermiHubbard model at half filling (5.2) (cf. section 4.5) by large N scaling arguments. In
particular, adjusting the scaling of (2.2) by multiplying it with Nc , one can see that all
four models are mapped into each other: the top-down model to lowest order in α0 is
equivalent to the bottom up model (2.2) at half filling, and hence at large Nc the twosite SU(Nc ) Bose-Hubbard model (1.1) must be equivalent to the two-site Fermi-Hubbard
model. This reinforces the intuition that fundamental bosons and fundamental fermions
show rather similar behavior in the large Nc limit: due to the large number of possible
additional quantum numbers (species or color quantum numbers, for example), the Pauli
exclusion principle is not relevant any longer and fermions can occupy states in the same
energy interval. The only obvious difference between the two holographic models is the
absence of the Wess-Zumino term in (2.2), in which charge quantization has to be imposed
by hand (as done in [4]). Indeed, in section 5.2, the Hilbert space for the Fermi-Hubbard
model is shown to be equivalent to that of the Bose-Hubbard model in a sector fixing the
number of particles with the help of the Jordan-Wigner transformation on two sites. It is
also in section 5 where we provide the details of the numerical simulations of the SU(Nc )
two-site models that we then compare with our holographic constructions.
As an outlook for future work, it will be interesting to see whether one can take a continuum limit of a lattice of holographic defects similar to the ones described in this work, in
this way obtaining a higher dimensional holographic theory. Within this description many
issues such as the presence of charge density wave instabilities such as the Peierls instability
or the emergence of quantum critical phases from e.g. Kondo lattices, generalizing the oneand two-defect models of [8, 9], could be addressed. Another interesting question is what
becomes of the anomalous dimension of the hopping kinetic energy that we introduced via
the bulk mass parameter in such a continuum limit. Since deformations by non-marginal
operators typically trigger RG flows, one may speculate whether in a continuum description nontrivial scaling exponents along the lines of [46–48] might appear. This would in
particular be interesting from the point of view of quantum critical phases and Kondo
physics. We plan to investigate this and related questions in future work.
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that corresponds to total charge conservation. The hopping VEV of course also contributes
to this breaking. This symmetry breaking pattern again is completely analogous to the one
of the bottom-up model, as well as of chiral symmetry breaking in AdS/QCD [14, 29]).
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A

The holographic renormalization in the homogeneous phase when
M 6= 0

In this appendix, we explain the holographic renormalization in the homogeneous phase
when M 6= 0. The action (2.2) evaluated at the above solution (3.3) is still divergent at
the AdS boundary. To compute the finite on-shell action, we need to add counterterms on
the constant u(= umax ) slice of the AdS boundary as
Z
X1Z
√
√
δM
t
Icut,m =
dt −hA(n)t A(n) −
dt −γφ2 .
(A.1)
2 u=umax
Λ u=umax
n
Note that the regularized action has the variation with respect to thop : δφ (I + Icut,m ) =
R
(1 − 2δM ) u=umax dt(δthop ϕ/Λ + c.c.) + surface terms at u = uh .
The free energy is computed from the renormalized finite on-shell action by adding
the four pieces (see also (2.2)) and taking the analytic continuation to Euclidean signature
as follows:
1
FMott = − (I + Icut,m ).
β

(A.2)

Substituting the solution (3.3), the analytic expression for the free energy in the homogeneous phase depends on the IR potential and is given by
FMott = 2µρ + uh ρ2

p
1
√
+
− 4 M 2 t2hop Yh2 + t2hop Yh2 4M 2 + 1 − 8 Yh M 2 thop ϕ
2ΛYh 4 M 2 + 1
p
p
+ 2 4 M 2 + 1thop ϕYh − t2hop Yh2 + 4 M 2 ϕ2 + 4 M 2 + 1ϕ2

IR
− 2 thop ϕ Yh + ϕ2 + Imixed


p
1 2
= 2µρ + uh ρ2 +
thop Yh 1 − 1 + 4M 2 +
2Λ
4
2
X
X
λthop Yh
2p
p
+ 2w2 t2hop Yh +
Λ(p,r) u1−p
t
Y
(−ρ2(n) )r ,
(A.3)
+
h
hop h
uh
n
p,r≥1
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M
where Yh = u1−2δ
and ϕ = 0 was used in the last line. Note that the variation of the
h
above action includes surface terms at u = uh .
We find that when parameters are chosen as

λ=

λ1
,
(uh Yh )2

Λ(p,r) =

Λ(p,r),1
,
(uh Yh )p

Λ−1 =

Λ1
,
uh Yh

(A.4)

The derivation of free energy and the effective hopping when M 6= 0

B

In this section, we derive the formula of the free energy F and the effective hopping dF/dthop
in the presence of the bulk mass. These formulas are a straightforward generalization of
M = 0 case. Similar to main section, we choose the following metric in the unit AdS
radius as
ds2 =

du2
− g(u)u2 dt2 ,
f (u)u2

(B.1)

where we take f (u) and g(u) to be functions which approach to 1 at the AdS boundary
quickly enough. One can also perform the coordinate transformation of u to satisfy g(u) =
1. For the AdS2 hard wall, f (u) = g(u) = 1. In the AdS2 hard wall geometry in the AdS5
soliton described in section of discussion, f (u) = 1 − (uh /u)4 and g(u) = 1.
Using the above metric and an ansatz for background fields depending on u only, the
(n)
action (2.2) in the radial gauge Au = 0 becomes
s
Z Umax " s
1 f (u)
1
g(u)
I=
du
((A0t(1) )2 + (A0t(2) )2 ) +
− M 2 | φ |2
2
g(u)
Λ
f
(u)
uh
!#
p
| φ |2
iR
+ Imixed
.
(B.2)
− f (u)g(u)u2 | φ0 |2 + q 2 (At(1) − At(2) )2 p
2
f (u)g(u)u
The EOM are derived from (B.2). Solving the EOM in the presence of the bulk mass,
the asymptotic expansion of fields at the AdS boundary is changed in terms of exponents as
φ ∼ thop uδφ −
(l)

4δρ2 q 4 t3hop u3δφ
Λ(2δφ + 1)δφ (−m2 + q 2 δρ2 + 3δφ + 9δφ2 )

At ∼ µ + ρ(l) u − (−1)l

δρq 2 u2δφ +1 t2hop
Λ(2δφ + 1)δφ

+ (−1)l

+ O(r5δφ ) + ϕv u−1−δφ (1 + . . . ),

4q 2
thop ϕv log(u) + O(u4δφ +1 ),
Λ

(B.3)

p
where δφ = (−1 + 1 + 4M 2 − 4q 2 δρ2 )/2. The case f (u) = g(u) = 1 is considered in
both the EOM and the action (B.2) from now on. The EOM derived from (B.2) are solved
(1)
(2)
numerically in the non-homogeneous phase with Aµ 6= Aµ . Solutions satisfy the IR
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the effective hopping parameter dFMott /dthop evaluated at ϕ = 0 becomes a function of
thop /U . Now, λ1 , Λ1 , Λ(p,r),1 are constants and the power of the denominator becomes
the power of φ interaction divided by 2. The above choice of parameters is consistent with
the matching condition (3.10).

(1)

(2)

boundary condition (2.16). Solutions also satisfy At − At |u=uh ∼ δρuh as thop → 0.
When thop → 0, the boundary condition (2.16) is solved in terms of the asymptotic expansion (B.3). In this limit, the VEV ϕv approaches to

P


2δ +1
2
2
thop uh φ
−ΛΛ(1,1)
ρ
−
δ
+
2Λw
φ
i (i)
P

ϕ=−
+ O(t2hop ).
(B.4)
2
2
−ΛΛ(1,1) ( i ρ(i) + δφ + 2Λw + 1

We need more counterterms to cancel the divergences of the on-shell action if the com√
bination q 2 δρ2 − m2 is small. When m = 0, we need to take q > 3/4 to cancel the
divergences.
The free energy is given by the summation with the above counterterms as
1
0
F = − (I + Icut,ap
).
β

(B.6)

Hereby, we consider the variation principle since we obtain a finite renormalized action
and the free energy. When we vary the action in terms of the gauge field, it is convenient
to define the momentum of the gauge field as
s
f (u)
∂I
(i)
πF =
F
=
,
(B.7)
g(u) ut(i) ∂∂u A(i)
t

where I is the lagrangian density of I. The gauge variation at on-shell becomes
!
Z
0
X
δIcut,ap
(i)
(i)
0
δA (I + Icut,ap ) =
dt
πF +
δAt
(i)
u→∞
δAt
i
!
Z
mixed
X
∂IIR
(i)
(i)
(i)
−
dt
πF δAt +
∂ δAt
,
(i) u
u=uh
∂∂u At
i

(B.8)

P (n)2
mixed (= − | φ |2
where IIR
n Fut Λ(1,1) + . . . ) is the lagrangian density of the IR potential.
We focus on boundary terms of (B.8) at u → ∞. The gauge variation is not changed in
the presence of the boundary term, while the momentum is changed into
(i)

πF +

0
δIcut,ap
(i)
δAt

=−
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When the IR boundary condition is satisfied in the variation of φ and φ̄, the surface term
at u = uh is then canceled out the IR potential.
On the other hand, the on-shell action is still divergent near the AdS boundary. To
compute the free energy, these divergences should be canceled. The following counterterms
are used
Z
X1Z
√
√
δφ
0
t
Icut,ap =
dt −hA(n)t A(n) +
dt −γφ2
2 u=umax
Λ
n
Z
Z
X
p
δφ
1
2
p
=−
dtA(n)t + umax g(umax ) dtφ2 .
(B.5)
Λ
2u
g(u
)
u=umax
max
max
n

which vanishes at u → ∞. Thus, the variation is unlike the one of higher dimensional
(i)
AdSd+1 /CFTd (d ≥ 3), where both At and the density are finite at the AdS boundary.39
For the bi-fundamental matter φ, the on-shell variation becomes

δ(I +

0
Icut,ap
)

p
δ φ̄ p
(− g(u)f (u)u2 φ0 + δφ g(u)uφ)
u=umax Λ

Z
mixed 
0
p
δIIR
2φ
+
δ φ̄
g(u)f (u)u
+
+ c.c.
Λ
δ φ̄
u=umax
Z
δthop
=
dt(1 + 2δφ )
ϕ + c.c.,
Λ
u=umax
Z

=

where we have used the IR boundary condition (2.16) in the first line of (B.12).
The effective hopping is then computed from the free energy (B.6) by differentiating
the free energy in terms of thop as
"
#
 X (i)
0
0
δ(I
+I
)
δ(I
+I
)
dF
1
δ
φ̄
δA
cut,ap
cut,ap
t
hba†
=−
+c.c. +
i bja i+c.c. ≡
(i)
dthop
β
δthop
δthop
δ φ̄
δAt
i
!

 X
(i)
(i)
1+2δφ
∂Lmixed
∂∂u At
(i) ∂At
IR
=−
ϕ+c.c. +
πF
+
,
Λ
∂thop ∂∂u A(i) ∂thop
u=uh
i

t

(B.13)
(i)

where the variation term of gauge fields vanishes at the AdS boundary because ∂At /∂thop
starts with the order u2δφ +1 .
Using (B.6) and (B.13), we perform an analytic computation of the free energy and
the effective hopping near the µb axis by substituting the boundary expansion (B.3) in
the approximation of small thop and large uh . Note that f (u) and g(u) depending on uh
(e.g. f (u) = 1 − (uh /u)4 ) are not considered in this limit since it requires more careful
√
analysis at u = uh . Choosing parameters q = 6/5 and m = 0, the free energy of the
39

Authors of [13] introduced a conterterm making the variation principle similar to the one of higher
dimensional AdSd+1 /CFTd . We can consider the resembling counterterm [13] as follows:
0
Icut,2
=



Z
X1Z
√
1√
δφ
(n) (n)
(n)2
dt −πF At +
−hπF
+
dt −γφ2 .
2
2
Λ
u=umax
n

(B.10)

The above counterterm changes the gauge variation at on-shell into
δ(I + Icut,2 ) =

XZ
i

(i)

dtδπF



(i)

−At +

√

(i)

−γπF



+ ...,

(B.11)

u→∞

where dots describe the variation at the IR. The above counterterm can give the variation of a finite density
√
(i)
(i)
(i)
πF , while the renormalized gauge field At − −γπF is still divergent like t2hop u2δφ +1 at the boundary.
To cancel the remaining divergences, we need more conterterms.
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(B.12)

non-homogeneous phase in the same limit is expanded as
P
X
uh i ρ2(i) A1 t2hop
Fρ,ρ+1 = µ
ρ(i) +
+
+ O(t3hop ),
2
2
i

(B.14)

Evaluating the difference ∆F = Fρ,ρ+1 − F Hom in terms of F Hom with ρ(i) = ρ (or ρ(i) =
ρ + 1), one can show that the coefficient of t2hop in ∆F is negative for small thop and for
√
parameters used in figure 1. In particular, for Λ = 1, uh = 40, q = 6/5, λ = w2 = 1,
and Λ(p,r) = 0, ∆F ∼ −79t2hop around the µ− axis. This implies the occurrence of a cusp
√
attached to the µ−axis. , Similarly, for q = 1 and m = 7/3, the free energy in the
non-homogeneous phase is expanded as
F1ρ,ρ+1 = µ

X

ρ(i) +

i

X

ρ2(i)

i

2
uh A2 thop
+
+ O(t3hop ),
2
2

dF1ρ,ρ+1

= A2 thop + O(t2hop ),



P 2
1
2+4
3
log(u
)
−
12ΛΛ
ρ
+
24Λw
h
(1,1)
i
u
(i)
P
A2 = 2 h 
Λ
−3ΛΛ1,1 i ρ2(i) + 6Λw2 + 2

P
26ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ2(i) − 52Λw2 − 53
3 
P 2
+
,
2
−3ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ(i) + 6Λw + 2

dthop

and, for q =

√

(B.15)

√
26/5 and m = 2/ 5, the free energy becomes

F2ρ,ρ+1

=µ

X
i

ρ(i) +

X

uh
ρ2(i)
2

+

A3 t2hop
2

+ O(t3hop ),

dF2ρ,ρ+1

= A3 thop + O(t2hop ),


P 2
1
104
208
2
5
uh log(uh ) − 5 ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ(i) + 5 Λw +

P 2
A3 = 2
Λ
−5ΛΛ1,1 i ρ(i) + 10Λw2 + 3

P
64ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ2(i) − 128Λw2 − 193
5 
P
+
.
−5ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ2(i) + 10Λw2 + 3

dthop
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dFρ,ρ+1
= A1 thop + O(t2hop ),
dthop



P 2
1
2+ 2
5
24
log(u
)
−ΛΛ
ρ
+
2Λw
h
(1,1)
i (i)
2u
5


A1 = h 
P 2
3
Λ
25 −ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ(i) + 2Λw2 + 5


P
14 −ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ2(i) + 2Λw2 + 43
70

 .
−
P 2
5 −ΛΛ(1,1) i ρ(i) + 2Λw2 + 35

C

Holographic dual to the level-rank duality

The field theory side becomes the D3-brane theory compactified on the circle τ with the
radius R1 . The anti-periodic boundary condition is imposed on adjoint fermions of the
D3-brane theory. The adjoint fermions receive the tree level mass of order 1/R1 because of
this supersymmetry breaking boundary condition. Furthermore, scalars acquire the mass
after taking into account the quantum corrections of scalar’s mass. In the low energy limit,
3d pure Yang-Mills theory is then obtained on R1,2 after ignoring these massive modes.
The pure Yang-Mills theory is a confining gauge theory, having a mass gap. The gauge
coupling in 3d is identified with g32 = gs /(2πR1 ). In addition, the background axion χ ∼ k1 τ
is switched on. The Wess-Zumino term of the D3-brane is then replaced by the 3d ChernR
R
WZ = Tr
Simons term as SD3
D3 χ(F ∧ F )/(4π) = k1 R1,2 ω3 (a)/(4π). So, the field theory
side is changed into the U(Nc )k1 Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory [12]. The U(Nc )k1 YangMills-Chern-Simons theory becomes U(Nc )k1 pure Chern-Simons theory in the IR limit.
In the type IIB gravity dual, on the other hand, the AdS5 soliton times S 5 is considered [23]. The AdS5 soliton times S 5 background is obtained by considering the backreaction of the Nc D3-branes and taking the near horizon limit. The 10d metric becomes


L21
u2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
ds2 =
du
+
(−dt
+
f
(u)dτ
+
dx
)
+
L
(dθ
+
sin
θdΩ
)
,
(C.1)
i
1
4
f (u)u2
L21
u4
C4 = 4 dtdτ dx1 dx2 − L41 C(θ)dΩ4 ,
(C.2)
L1
3
C(θ) = (π − θ + sin θ cos θ) + sin3 θ cos θ,
(C.3)
2
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The difference ∆Fi = Fiρ,ρ+1 − F Mott in terms of F Mott with ρ(i) = ρ (or ρ(i) = ρ + 1) can
be evaluated. Again, the coefficient of t2hop in ∆F can be shown to be negative for small
thop and for the above parameters (ρ ≥ 1). It shows the occurrence of a cusp around the
µ−axis. In summary, the analytic expression was useful to find a cusp near the µ− axis.
However, we can not use these expression of the free energy to obtain the phase structure
of the holographic model since the asymptotic expansion is not good approximation near
the hard wall u = uh .
While the phase structure is interesting at zero temperature, it will also be interesting
to consider the theory at the finite temperature from AdS black hole in the context of
the 10d type IIB supergravity. The black hole phase corresponds to the deconfinement
phase. It is known that the AdS5 black hole geometry is thermodynamically stabler than
the AdS5 soliton when temperature increases as T > MKK . At the critical temperature
T = MKK , the Hawking-Page phase transition takes place [23] by comparing the free
energy of both backgrounds. The Hawking-Page phase transition corresponds to the confinement/deconfinement phase transition of the dual theories at the strong coupling. After
introducing probe D5-branes in the AdS black hole(the background of the 10d type IIB
supergravity), more rich phase structure may be obtained like the chiral symmetry breaking in the deconfinement phase [49]. Unlike the hard wall geometry, the dissipative effect
is expected in the probe brane in the deconfinement phase because of the dissipation at
the horizon.

D

The DBI expansion

In this appendix, we give a useful formula to consider the expansion of the DBI action.
Ignoring the gauge indices in the tensor product, we decompose the determinant of n × n
matrices as
det(gαβ + ξFαβ ) = det(Eαi )2 det(δij + ξFij ) = det(gαβ ) det(δ α β + ξg αγ Fγβ ),

(D.1)

where Eαi is the cotangent frame field and Fab = Eai Fij Ebj . In the right-hand side of the
first equality, we make the anti-symmetric representation of O(n) manifest in Fij .
A useful formula of the Determinant of n × n matrices becomes for n > 4 [50, 51]
 

(ξX)2 (ξX)3 (ξX)4
det(1 + ξX) = exp tr ξX −
+
−
− ...
,
(D.2)
2
3
4
where Xµ ν = Fµα g αν and traces are over the n × n matrices. Coefficients of the expansion
p
P i
are defined by det(1 + ξX) ≡
ξ xi . It is known that these coefficients xi can be written
as symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalue of X if X can be diagonalized. Coefficients xi
are obtained up to O(ξ 4 ) as follows:


1 1
1
2
2
(trX) − trX ,
x0 = 1, x1 = trX, x2 =
2
4 2
1
1
1
x3 = trX 3 − trX 2 trX + (trX)3 ,
6
8
48
1
1
1
1
1
2
x4 = − trX 4 + trXtrX 3 − trX 2 (trX)2 + (trX 2 ) +
(trX)4 .
(D.3)
8
12
32
32
384
D.1

The non-Abelian Taylor expansion

It is known that the α0 expansion of the non-Abelian DBI action reproduces the effective action of the non-Abelian superstring theory up to the quartic order of the field
strength [52, 53]. Even for the bosonic string theory, coefficients of the quartic terms are
different only with the excess of the commutator terms (or derivative dependent terms). To
analyze the full non-Abelian action (4.2), in this section, we expand the lagrangian based
on a the non-Abelian Taylor expansion and take the symmetrized trace. We restrict to
U(2) non-Abelian symmetry and first consider the DBI part. The problem is that, when
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where f (u) = 1 − (uh /u)4 , i = 1, 2, and L41 = 4πgs Nc α02 . The tip of the AdS soliton is
located at u = uh , where the geometry becomes smooth. The spacetime τ direction is
compactified as τ ∼ τ + 2πR1 , where R1 = L21 /2uh .
We then introduce k1 D7-branes along (tx1 x2 , S 5 ) at the tip of the soliton in the probe
limit without considering the backreaction Nc  k1 . These D7-branes correspond to the
configuration of the infinite separated D7-brane defects in [36]. The U(k1 )Nc pure ChernSimons theory arises from the Wess-Zumino term of k1 D7-branes at u = uh in the presence
of the RR 5-form flux in the IR limit. The level-rank duality of the Chern-Simons theory
is then realized by using the holography of the AdS5 soliton and k1 D7-branes. That is,
U(Nc )k1 Chern-Simons theory (D3-branes) ↔ U(k1 )Nc Chern-Simons theory (D7-branes).

we choose θ = 0, π, the effective tension of the DBI action goes to zero. One can show that
θ = π/212×2 becomes the solution of the EOM and the vacuum, where the tension of the
brane remains finite and does not go to zero. Choosing v = θ and using θ = π/212×2 + δθ,
we then expand the non-Abelian action around the vacuum. Using the DBI expansion in
appendix D, we expand the non-Abelian DBI action to include higher derivative terms.
From (4.2), we can choose X in (D.2) as


X (1)c a = g ca ξ(Da Φi Db Φi + Da Φi (Q−1 − 1)ij Db Φj ) + Fab ,
(D.4)

where ξ = 2πα0 . Note that the second term of X (1) is of order ξ 2 . Besides, the determinant
of g and RR 4-form C4 depend on θ. These are expanded around θ = π/2 as
p
p
−det(gab ) f (r)
5
= sin4 (θ) ∼ 1 − 2 δθ2 + δθ4 ,
3
L41

3
8
C4 ∼ π − 4δθ + δθ3 .
4
3

(D.5)

We perform the dimensional reduction of the expanded action since we are interested in the
zero modes along the angular direction S 4 . By remaining terms up to ξ 4 in the dimensional
reduction, the U(2) YM theory in addition to higher derivative terms is obtained on the
asymptotic AdS2 as
 
Z
p
1
1
S b = −T 0 Str d2 x −det(ḡab ) ξ 2
Fab F ab + Da Φi Da Φj ḡij
4
2


1
− [Φi , Φj ][Φk , Φl ]ḡik ḡjl − 2 δθ2
4
b
+ SWZ
+ S2b ,
(D.6)

 
Z
3
8
b
SWZ
= T 0 ξ Str
π − 4δθ + δθ3 F
(D.7)
4
3
 
Z
p
1
1
b
0
2
S2 = −T Str d x − det(ḡab ) ξ 4
(Fab F ab )2 − Fa b Fb c Fc d Fd a . . .
32
8
1
1
1
+ Dc Φi Dc Φi Fab F ab − Da Φi Db Φi Db Φj Da Φj + (Da Φi Da Φi )2
8
4
8


i
1
1
b i
j
j
k
i a
ab
+ Fab D Φ [Φi , Φ ]Da Φj + [Φ , Φk ][Φ , Φj ] Da Φ D Φi + Fab F
2
8
2



1
5
− ξ 2 δθ2 Da Φi Da Φi + Fab F ab + δθ4 + . . . ,
(D.8)
2
3

where ḡab is the metric of the 2-dimensional spacetime evaluated at θ = π/2 and T 0 =
T5 L41 Ω4 = Nc /(3π 2 α0 ). The indices a, b and i, j are raised or lowered in terms of ḡab and
ḡij , respectively. Dots in S2b represent higher order terms with [Φi , Φj ]. Note that θ already
includes the factor of ξ = 2πα0 .
It is shown that the probe D-brane analysis with Abelian symmetry allows a constant
solution of transverse scalars. In analogy, we consider the VEV of U(2) adjoint transverse
scalars θ, Φx1 in non-Abelian symmetry. The VEV of transverse scalars has distance modes
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X (2)i j = i[Φi , Φk ]gkj ,

in diagonal components. In the matrix form,
!
π
ϕ1,v 0
θ = 12×2 + ξ
,
2
0 Lv

Φ

x1

=

0 w x1
w̄x1 0

!
.

(D.9)

where ϕ1,i and Lv are chosen to be constant. We introduce indices I, J of the worldvolume
directions where I, J 6= v. Moreover, we restrict fields Ab , Φi by requiring wv = w̄v =
ϕ1,I = 0, and wa = w̄a = 0. The lagrangian is finally written as
 
Z
1 (1) (1)ab 1 (2) (2)ab 1
r
0
2 √
I1 = −T
d x −ḡ ξ 2
f f
+ fab f
+ (∂a ϕv ∂ a ϕv + ∂a Lv ∂ a Lv )ḡvv
4 ab
4
2
1
+ ∂a ϕI ∂ a ϕJ ḡIJ + Dc wI Dc wJ ḡIJ + w̄I ((Lv δv k − ϕk )(Lv ḡvk − ϕk )ḡIJ − ϕI ϕJ )wJ
2


1
5
5
I J
I J
v 2
v 2
v 4
v 4
− (wI w̄J − w̄I wJ )(w w̄ − w̄ w ) − 2 (ξL ) − 2 (ξϕ ) + (ξϕ ) + (ξL )
2
3
3
Z
+ T 0 ξ LWZ
+ S2b ,
(D.11)
0
where f (1),(2) = da(1),(2) and the WZ term is expanded as
Z
T 0 ξLW
1
1
8
16
8
16
0
∼ f1 + f2 −
f2 ξLv +
(ξLv )3 f2 −
f1 ξϕv +
(ξϕv )3 f1 .
Nc
2
2
3π
9π
3π
9π

(D.12)

The modes ϕv , Lv have the negative squared mass. However, these modes are stabilized
in the presence of the non-trivial flux da(1),(2) [25].
Finally, the EOM of the bi-fundamental scalar in the homogeneous phase, i.e. for the
Ansatz (4.4) with equal gauge fields, becomes
√
1
√ Dc ( −ḡDc wJ ḡIJ ) − (Lv − φv )2 wJ ḡIJ ḡvv − 2(wJ wJ w̄I − wJ w̄J wI ) = 0 .
−ḡ
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These VEV break U(2) symmetry into baryonic U(1). Note that eigenvalues of Φx1 are
± | wx1 |, which give distance modes along a spatial direction.
Moreover, we describe the general form of U(2) adjoint fields as
!
!
(1)
1,i w i
ab w b
ϕ
Ab =
Φi =
,
(D.10)
(2) ,
wi,† Lv δ iv
wb† ab
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